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Abstract 

Human alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) initiates the base excision repair pathway, and it 

is responsible for locating and excising alkylated and deaminated base lesions such as 1,N6-

ethenoadenine (εA) and hypoxanthine (Hx). AAG uses facilitated diffusion to search for target 

lesion sites via nonspecific electrostatic interactions. Previous studies have shown that AAG is 

capable of hopping over tightly bound roadblock proteins on DNA. This enables AAG to 

perform redundant searching on short DNA segments, but it has the pitfall of potentially trapping 

the enzyme in local regions. We show that AAG uses intersegmental transfer to balance local 

and global searching. Intersegmental transfer is more prominent at high DNA concentrations, 

suggesting an important contribution of this searching mode in the crowded nucleus. We next 

investigated excision efficiency of AAG on the εA substrate using pulse-chase assays to separate 

searching and catalysis. Results show that the commitment of AAG for εA excision is salt 

concentration dependent, and increasing salt concentration results in decreased excision 

efficiency. Furthermore, excision efficiency was found to be dependent on the chase 

concentration at low salt conditions, which is consistent with the aforementioned intersegmental 

transfer model at high chase DNA concentrations. We then compared the catalytic specificity 

values of AAG on εA opposing different bases and on εA•T and Hx•T lesions. At low salt, all 

substrates tested had similar kcat/KM values due to facilitated diffusion. At high salt, AAG excises 

εA opposing different bases with different kcat/KM values: εA•C ≈ εA•T > εA•A > εA•G. It was 

also shown that the εA•T lesion is a preferred substrate over the Hx•T lesion by a factor of over 

100-fold. Finally, we tested how the in vitro kinetic parameters of AAG are related to its in vivo 

function. Eight single point mutants at the DNA-AAG binding interface were tested, and we 

showed that catalytic specificity and searching efficiency are correlated with each other, and also 

show a rough correlation with the in vivo function of AAG. This provides evidence that the 

search for DNA damage can limit the rate of repair in cells. Taken together, these studies shed 

light on the searching and catalytic mechanisms of AAG.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
DNA Damage Repair Pathways 

DNA is the hereditary material for all organisms from bacteria to human beings, yet its 

integrity suffers constant assaults by exogenous carcinogens and reactive endogenous 

metabolites (1). These different assaults result in various types of DNA damage, which have 

been shown to be involved in cell death, aging, and cancer development. Therefore, DNA repair 

pathways are required to find and correct damaged DNA to prevent these diseases from 

happening (2,3). 

Damage to DNA comes in many forms, including alkylation, oxidation and hydrolysis of 

DNA bases, inter- and intra-strand crosslinks, and single-strand and double-strand breaks of the 

DNA backbone (4). Correspondingly, different DNA repair mechanisms are evolved through 

evolution to counteract these deleterious damages, including direct reversal repair (DRR), 

mismatch excision repair (MMR), base excision repair (BER), nucleotide excision repair (NER), 

homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end-joining repair (NHEJ) (Figure 1-1) 

(2-4). Different repair pathways have evolved to specifically act on different types of DNA 

damage; occasionally, certain types of damage are recognized and repaired by more than one 

DNA repair pathway. Together, these different repair pathways maintain the integrity of the 

genome.  

Direct reversal repair is the direct elimination of the damaging adduct. A typical example 

is O6-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase, which cleaves methyl, ethyl and benzyl adducts 

from guanine bases on the DNA structure (5). This protein acts on double-stranded DNA by 

flipping the O6-alkylguanine out of the DNA helix into a binding pocket containing the cysteine 

acceptor site. This reaction is unusual and expensive in that it is stoichiometric rather than 

catalytic, as one protein molecule is consumed for each adduct that is removed. Overexpression 

of the enzyme in mice significantly decreases the rate of tumorigenesis after exposure to 
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alkylating agents (6), whereas loss of the gene encoding the protein increases the carcinogenic 

risk (7). 

Mismatch repair enzymes excise incorrectly incorporated (normal) nucleotides that arise 

from replication error in the daughter DNA, and repair it using the parent DNA strand as the 

template (8,9). These enzymes can also correct a variety of base pair anomalies resulting from 

DNA oxidation or alkylation. Mutations in the human mismatch repair enzymes can result in 

microsatellite instability, and inactivation of the repair pathway can lead to hereditary 

nonpolyposis colorectal cancers (10). 

Base excision repair involves excision and replacement of bases damaged by oxidation, 

alkylation or deamination. The damaged bases excised by this pathway usually have minimal 

impact on the structure of the DNA double helix (11,12). The deletion of downstream genes of 

the BER pathway in mice leads to embryonic lethality (13,14). 

In contrast, the nucleotide excision repair pathway has a strong preference for bulky, 

helix-distorting lesions formed by UV light, environmental mutagens and chemotherapeutic 

agents, such as pyrimidine dimers (15). Deficiency in proteins of the nucleotide excision repair 

pathway leads to rare recessive syndromes such as Xeroderma pigmentosum, and patients with 

the disease have increased risk for skin cancer due to their deficiency in UV DNA damage repair 

(16). 

Double-strand breaks are believed to be particularly hazardous to cells because they can 

lead to large-scale genome rearrangements (17,18). Homologous recombination requires the 

presence of an identical or nearly identical sequence to be used as a template for repair of the 

break; therefore, this pathway is activated when the cell is in late S/G2 phase after the DNA has 

been duplicated. Non-homologous end joining is used at other points of the cell cycle when sister 

chromatids are not available as HR templates; this repair can be accurate or it can introduce 

mutations during repair. Patients deficient in normal double-strand break repair are not only 

sensitive to ionizing radiation but are also severely immunodeficient as a result of defects in 

V(D)J recombination. 
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Figure 1-1. DNA damage repair pathways. 
Different repair pathways coexist in cells to deal with various types of DNA damage. Repair pathways, their cognate 
substrates and the repair outcomes are shown. DNA bases are shown as filled boxes of different colors: thymine is 
shown in red, adenine in green, guanine in black and cytosine in blue. The substrates shown schematically for the 
different pathways are: A/C mismatch for mismatch excision repair (MMR), T-T pyrimidine dimer for nucleotide 
excision repair (NER), O6-methylguanine for direct reversal repair (DRR), damaged adenine base (in grey) for base 
excision repair (BER), and double-strand breaks for homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end 
joining (NHEJ).  

The Base Excision Repair Pathway and Alkyladenine DNA Glycosylase 

It is thought that single-base lesions are the most prevalent form of DNA damage, and it 

is estimated that about ten thousand base lesions are formed in a typical human cell each day 

(19), in contrast to around ten double-strand breaks per cell per day (20). These base lesions 

result primarily from deamination, alkylation and oxidation, and the majority of these are 

repaired by the BER pathway (11). Unrepaired base lesions can lead to deleterious 

consequences, such as gene mutations and cell death. 

The BER pathway is initiated by a DNA glycosylase, which locates the damaged bases in 

the context of the whole genome and removes the lesion via subsequent hydrolysis of the N-

glycosidic bond (11,12). In the case of a monofunctional DNA glycosylase, the reaction products 

are the lesioned base and an abasic site in the DNA. The abasic site is further processed by AP 

endonuclease I and DNA polymerase β to nick the DNA backbone, remove the abasic sugar 

residue and trim the DNA ends for proper nucleotide incorporation and ligation. Repair synthesis 

by polymerase β uses the intact strand as a template to ensure incorporation of the correct 

nucleotide, and the nick is ultimately sealed by a DNA ligase (Figure 1-2) (4,12). The specificity 

of the BER pathway comes at the very first step, and the subsequent reactions following the 

abasic site formation are the same for all base lesions.  
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Human cells have approximately a dozen DNA glycosyases identified so far. These 

enzymes belong to different structural families and they catalyze the removal of different base 

lesions (Table 1-1) (21-23). These DNA glycosylases can be organized into two classes based on 

their catalytic mechanisms: monofunctional DNA glycosylase and bifunctional DNA 

glycosylase. Monofunctional DNA glycosylases use water as the nucleophile to attack the 

anomeric carbon of the damaged nucleotide, whereas bifunctional DNA glycosylases use an 

active site amine group (from the protein N-terminus or an active site lysine residue) to displace 

the damaged base and generate a Schiff base covalent enzyme intermediate. Monofunctional 

DNA glycosylases always generate the AP-site-containing product, while bifunctional DNA 

glycosylases can produce the AP-site-containing product or nicked DNA intermediates. 
 

Table 1-1: DNA glycosylases in human cells 
Enzyme Altered base removed from DNA Associated AP lyase 

UNG U No 
SMUG1 U, 5-hydroxymethyluracil No 

MBD4 U or T opposite G at CpG sequences, T opposite O6-methylguanine No 

TDG U, T or etheno-C opposite G (preferably CpG sites) No 

OGG1 Oxidized and ring-opened purines including 8-oxoG and 
formamidopyrimidine Yes 

MYH A opposite 8-oxoG, 2-OH-A opposite G Yes  
NTH1 Ring-saturated or fragmented pyrimidines Yes 
AAG 3-methyladenine, 7-methylguanine, hypoxanthine, and ethenoadenine No 

NEIL1 Ring-saturated or fragmented pyrimidines; also formamidopyrimidine 
and 8-oxoG Yes 

NEIL2 Oxidized or fragmented pyrimidines Yes 
NEIL3 Ring-saturated or oxidized pyrimidines Yes 

Alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG; also known as MPG, methylpurine DNA 

glycosylase) is a small monomeric protein of 298 amino acids, and it is comprised of a well-

conserved catalytic domain at the C-terminus (~220 amino acids) and a poorly conserved N-

terminus (the first 80 amino acids) (Figure 1-3), which contributes little to substrate recognition 

or to N-glycosylase activity (24-26). AAG is one of the monofunctional DNA glycosylases in 

humans (Table 1-1), and it is also one of the best-studied glycosylases structurally and 

kinetically (24,27-30). Although initially identified as a 3-methyladenine DNA glycosylase, 

AAG has a broad substrate range, and it also catalyzes the excision of other alkylated and 

deaminated purines, such as 1,N6-ethenoadenine (εA), 7-methylguanine (7MeG) and 
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hypoxanthine (Hx) (Figure 1-4) (25,31-35).  

 

 

Figure 1-2. The base excision repair pathway. 
A DNA glycosylase recognizes and excises the lesioned base that is denoted by X, resulting in the formation of the 
abasic product. The DNA backbone is subsequently nicked by AP endonuclease I 5’ to the abasic site, yielding a 3’-
OH and a 5’-dRP termini. The dRP lyase activity of DNA polymerase β further processes 5’-dRP to 5’-P, and its 
polymerase activity incorporates the right nucleotide using the complement strand as a template. Finally, DNA 
ligase I seals the nick and completes the BER pathway.  

 

Consistent with this substrate specificity, the loss of AAG renders cells significantly 

more sensitive to methyl methanesulfonate-induced DNA damage, and to cell killing induced by 

alkylating agents compared to the wild type cells (31,36). Somewhat unexpectedly, the 

overexpression of AAG also leads to increased sensitivity to alkylating agent-induced 

cytotoxicity in certain contexts, possibly due to the rapid conversion of nontoxic lesions into 

highly toxic repair intermediates and imbalanced coordination of the downstream enzymes 

(37,38).  Thus, it seems important for cells to keep a proper level of AAG for normal cellular 

functions. 

AAG knockout mice were viable, fertile, and had a normal life span (31,39). Primary 

fibroblasts derived from these mice were only moderately sensitive to alkylating agents. This 
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moderate sensitivity suggested the presence of a redundant DNA glycosylase that could 

compensate for this activity, or the existence of another repair pathway that would repair these 

alkyl lesions. Indeed, it was demonstrated recently that a human dioxygenase, ABH2, could 

directly reverse some of the base lesions repaired by AAG (40). 

The crystal structure of the AAG catalytic domain has been solved in complex with its 

substrate DNA containing the εA lesion (27,28). The εA base lesion is shown to be formed in 

vivo when the adenine base reacts with lipid peroxidation products (41-43). The structures reveal 

a positively charged DNA-AAG binding interface, and they also provide evidence that AAG 

uses base flipping to access and interrogate the damaged base (Figure 1-5).  

AAG is proposed to use a general acid to stabilize the purine leaving group, and it 

activates a nucleophilic water molecule with the active site amino acid Glu125. The activity of 

AAG is pH dependent, and both a general acid and a general base are needed for the excision of 

neutral lesions, such as εA and Hx (optimal pH at 6.1) (24). In contrast, only a general base is 

required for the excision of positively charged substrates, such as 7-methyguanine (24). AAG 

also binds pyrimidine bases, but does not catalyze their excision (24,44). AAG has different 

levels of activity towards its different substrates, and it was proposed that AAG has evolved as a 

hypoxanthine glycosylase, based on its ~1017 catalytic proficiency for Hx excision (29). 

From extensive kinetic characterizations, the minimal kinetic mechanism of AAG on its 

εA substrate DNA has been proposed (Figure 1-6) (30,45). The enzyme first binds to the 

substrate DNA nonspecifically to form a nonspecific complex, and then rapidly scans the DNA 

duplex for the target lesion sites. The initial binding step has been shown to be diffusion limited 

and the scanning is fast and efficient. Initial recognition of the target site results in partial 

disruption of the base stacking, and the protein subsequently flips out the lesion base and nicely 

accommodates the lesion base into the protein active site. The void left by the flipped-out base is 

occupied by the intercalating residue Y162, which acts as a wedge to further stabilize the 

flipped-out conformation. The base flipping equilibrium greatly favors the flipped-out state (Kflip 

= 1300), as is also observed in the crystal structure of AAG in complex with its substrate DNA 

(28). The N-glycosidic bond cleavage step is much slower than the preceding steps, providing 

enough time and multiple opportunities for the enzyme to discriminate between damaged and 

undamaged nucleotides. AAG quickly releases the excised lesion base and more slowly 

dissociates from the abasic DNA product. 
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Figure 1-3. Multiple sequence alignment of AAG from different species. 
The amino-terminus exhibits very weak similarity both in length and sequence; in contrast, the catalytic domain is 
highly conserved. The alignment was performed using Clustal Omega (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/), 
and the final representation was generated by using ESPript 3 (espript.ibcp.fr/ESPript/cgi-bin/ESPript.cgi) (46). The 
crystal structure of human AAG in complex with its substrate DNA (PDB: 1F4R) (28) was used for secondary 
structure depiction on top of the sequence alignment.  

                                                            Human    
                                                            

Human    ............................................................
Cow      MPLGEVRSPGLPFTPAAYSPSHC.KRSSSRGLRPRWEAPAPPPNRAVLPGGLLGGLRAGV
Rat      ........................SKEPVSVVLPDAEHPA.FPGRTRRPGNA....RAGS
Mouse    MP..........ARGGSARPGRGALKPVSVTLLPDTEQPP.FLGRARRPGNA....RAGS
Dog      ............................................................
Monkey   ............................................................
Zebrafish ............................................................

                                                            Human    
   1       10        20        30        40        50       

Human                 P     RMGQKKQR A                              P...MVTPALQMKK KQFCR        P RAGQPHSSSDAAQAPAEQPHSSSDAAQAPC 
Cow                   G   S  MGQKKQRAL                           T SPSGAAADRWKPTRR AQL CT         EAK..............RHQNPSDGTQ P  
Rat                   P   S KIGQKKQ LA                           Q TPQ..VTGSREVGQM APL R       Q  QSEQ....................... Q  
Mouse                 P   S KIGQKKQRLA                           Q TPL..VTGYHEVGQM APL R          DSEQ....................... Q  
Dog                   P   S RMGQKRQRVL                           T SP.....MTVDFTPG ETL C          EAD..............RE.SPRGRAQ P  
Monkey                G   S RMGQKKQRLA                              P........MPARS AQF R          KA..............EQPHSPSDTAQAPC 
Zebrafish                     M TRK                               Q Q .................... T   RN..KPSLPESDSDKTECEAAK......RLE C S

                                                      TT    Human    
 60        70        80        90       100       110       

Human                   S YFS        L    F QP V LA AFLG  LVR L  GTELRE  LG   T G  R I   SP  H  R G EF D  A    R    QV   R         RC  PPT P PY        KG LT   L        P              PN    
Cow                     S YFS        L    F QP V LA AFLG  LVR L  GTELKE  LG   T G  R I   SP  R  R G  F D  A    R    QI   R  D      LH  PPA L PT        EG PA   SA       S              D     
Rat                     S YFS        L    F QP V LA AFLG  LVR L  GTELKE       T G  R I   SP  R  R G EY D  A    R    QV   R  D      KL...SS P LL        ED PA   P        T              A     
Mouse                   S YFS        L    F QP V LA AFLG  LVR L  GTELKE       T G  R I   SP  H  R G EF D  A    R    QV   R  D      RL...LS P LR        ED SG   P        T              A     
Dog                     S YFS        L    F QP V LA AFLG  LVR L  GTEL E  LG   T G  R I   SP  H    G DF D  A    R    QV   R  D    G PC  PPA L PR        KS SAQ  S        A              D     
Monkey                  S YFS        L    F QP V LA AFLG  LVR L  GTELKE  LG   T G  R I   SP  H  R G EF D  A    R    QV   R         PC  PPT L PY        KG LT   L        P              PN    
Zebrafish                S YFS        L    F QP V LA AFLG  LVR L  GTEL    VG                     R    F         K     V   K  D    DMNT  HNDLLHHHL P   MR..DSP  TYS  N  C E       K      T     

               TT                  TT                    TT Human    
120       130       140       150       160       170       

Human    RG IVETEAYLG ED A HS GG  T RN  MFMKPGT YVY IYG Y C N SS G GA  R         P  E A  R  RQ P  RG       L   I   M F M I  Q D  
Cow      RG IVETEAYLG ED A HS GG  T RN  MFMKPGT YVY IYG Y C N SS G GA  R         P  E A  R  RQ P  RG       L   L   M F M V    D                                                         R    
Rat      RG IVETEAYLG ED A HS GG  T RN  MFMKPGT YVY IYG Y C N SS G GA  R         P  E A  R  RQ P  RG       L   L   M F L V  Q                                                             A  
Mouse    RG IVETEAYLG ED A HS GG  T RN  MFMKPGT YVY IYG Y C N SS G GA  R         P  E A  R  RQ P  RG       L   L   M F L V  Q                                                             A  
Dog      RG IVETEAYLG ED A HS GG  T RN  MFMKPGT YVY IYG Y C N SS G GA  R         P  E A  R  RQ P  RG       L   I   M F L V  Q D  
Monkey   RG IVETEAYLG ED A HS GG  T RN  MFMKPGT YVY IYG Y C N SS G GA  R         P  E A  R  RQ P  RG       L   I   M F M I  Q D  
Zebrafish RG IVETEAYLG ED A HS GG  T RN  MFMKPGT YVY IYG Y C N SS G GA  K         G          K              I       I   M I  Q E                 K S  A   R E  TA           P     L           

                                                          TTHuman    
180       190       200       210       220       230       

Human     VLLR LEPL G   MR LR   RK      LKD ELC GPSKLCQAL    SFD RDLAC    A      LET  Q  STL  GTA R    R   S         AI K   Q              E                 S V                   N         
Cow       VLLR LEPL G   MR LR   RK      LKD ELC GPSKLCQAL    SFD RDLAC    A      LE   Q    L  G A R    R   N         AI R   Q              G   A     HA    A G A                   D         
Rat       VLLR LEPL G   MR LR   RK      LKD ELC GPSKLCQAL    SFD RDLAC    A      LET  Q  NSL   TV R    R   N         A  K   Q              E              S  G S                  RS         
Mouse     VLLR LEPL G   MR LR   RK      LKD ELC GPSKLCQAL    SFD RDLAC    A      LET  Q  NSL   TV R    R   S         AI K   Q              E              S  G S                   D         
Dog       VLLR LEPL G   MR LR   RK      LKD ELC GPSKLCQAL    SFD RDLAC    A      LET  Q  STL  GT  R    R   S         AI K   Q              G                TG A                   D         
Monkey    VLLR LEPL G   MR LR   RK      LKD ELC GPSKLCQAL    SFD RDLAC    A      LET  Q  STL  GTA R    R   S         AI K   Q              E                 S V                   N         
Zebrafish  VLLR LEPL G   MR LR   RK      LKD ELC GPSKLCQAL    SFD RDLA             D           P   K    K   N          I R        A    S    S Q V  G  AAK   .GA S                 D R    R    

                       .   TT                TT TT          Human    
240       250          260       270       280       290    

Human     D   WLE  P          V      G     EW  KPLRFY  G P VSV    AE Q EAV   RG  E S  EPAV A AARV VG AG  A       VR S W   VDRV  Q           L P ..      .       H     R                      
Cow       D   WLE  P          V      G     EW  KPLRFY  G P VSV    AE   E V    G  E S  EPAV A AARV IG AG  VQ      IR S W   VDRA   R  S    Q  P P ..      .       Q                           R
Rat       D   WLE  P          V      G     EW  KPLRFY  G P VSV    AE Q EAV   HG  E S   PAV A    A IG AG   Q      V  S W   VDRV  Q           L S ..S     A..A    H    T        Q              
Mouse     D   WLE  P          V      G     EW  KPLRFY  G P VSV    AE Q DAV   HG  E S   PAV V AARI IG AG   Q      V  S W   VDRV  Q           L S ..S     A       H    T        Q              
Dog       D   WLE  P          V      G     EW  KPLRFY  G P VSV    AE    AV   R     S  EPAV A AARV IG AG  AQ      LR S W   VDRA  QK R      S PGP ..      .       H                            
Monkey    D   WLE  P          V      G     EW  KPLRFY  G P VSV    AE Q EAI   RG  E S  EPAV   AARV IG AG  A       VR S W   VDRV  Q           L P ..     T.       Y     R                      
Zebrafish  D   WLE  P          V      G     EW  KPLRFY  G P VSV    AE T   V            D    V A RI V      AT      LR       L K      VE    MD EKEAIV AGE  M P    DSHR             H C    N D  R

                                                            Human    
                                                            

Human      Q                                                         DT A..................                                      
Cow        Q                                                         DT TG....ARACSHKDF....                                      
Rat        Q                                                         MY PQ....QTACSDXALIVQK                                      
Mouse      Q                                                         MD PQ....QTACSEGLLIVQK                                      
Dog        Q                                                         NA A..................                                      
Monkey     Q                                                         DT V..................                                      
Zebrafish RMDSQSDTERTVC.........                                      

α1 α2 β1 

β2 η1 α3 β3 β4 

β5 α4 η2 α5 η3 

β6 β7 α6 β8 α7 
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Figure 1-4. A subset of base lesions excised by AAG. 

AAG excises alkylated and deaminated purine bases. These base lesions can be classified as positively charged (3-
methyladeine and 7-methylguanine) and neutral (1,N6-ethenoadenine and hypoxanthine) bases.  
 

 

Figure 1-5. Crystal structure of AAG in complex with its substrate DNA. 
Electrostatic surface potential of the human AAG catalytic domain that reveals a positively charged DNA binding 
surface. The crystal structure of the AAG·εA-DNA complex was used to generate this figure (PDB: 1F4R) (28). 
Electrostatic calculations were performed with Pymol on the protein alone. A continuum from -2 (red) to +2 (blue) 
is shown. A view of the active site and bound DNA is shown, illustrating the positively charged DNA binding 
surface. Normal DNA base pairs in the DNA duplex are shown in black, and the flipped-out lesioned base in the 
protein active site is shown in magenta. 

3-Methyladenine DNA Glycosylases in Model Organisms 

DNA alkylation is a common form of damage to all organisms, and DNA glycosylases 

that remove 3-methyladenine DNA lesions are found in bacteria, yeast, plants, rodents, and 

humans (47). In E. coli cells, two DNA glycosylases evolved independently from AAG, Tag and 

AlkA (3-methyladenine DNA glycosylase I and II), are identified (23,48-50). Tag has a 

surprisingly high specificity for the 3MeA lesion, and is constitutively expressed, while AlkA 
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has a very broad substrate range and is inducible upon exposure of cells to low levels of DNA 

alkylation damage (51,52). In S. cerevisiea, the functional counterpart of AAG is Mag1 (an AlkA 

homologue), which belongs to a different structural family from AAG (53). Although these 

glycosylases may have evolved from different ancestors, these proteins are, at least in part, 

functionally complemented. Expression of the AAG protein in Tag and AlkA double deletion E. 

coli cells (54), or in Mag1 knockout yeast cells (55), protects these cells from killing by 

alkylating agents. 

The E. coli Tag does not remove any normal bases, while the E. coli AlkA can remove all 

four normal bases, and the yeast MAG1 and human AAG can remove normal guanines and 

adenines (29,56). The unexpected activity of these glycosylases to remove innocuous bases from 

the genome may, under circumstances such as unregulated protein overexpression, have 

detrimental consequences.  

 
Figure 1-6. Minimal kinetic mechanism of AAG on its substrate DNA. 

AAG is shown as a blue Pacman. Black open boxes denote normal DNA bases, and the red filled box represents the 
lesioned base. The intercalating residue Y162 is shown as a blue ball inserted in the void left by the flipped-out base. 
This reaction scheme is adapted from Ref (30). 
 
Modes of Facilitated Diffusion and in vivo Significance 

As the initiating enzyme of the BER pathway, AAG is responsible for finding the rare 

lesion sites in a vast majority of nonspecific DNA in the genome. This searching problem is also 

common to many DNA-interacting proteins, such as repressor proteins (57), DNA 

methyltransferases (58), restriction endonucleases (59,60) and various DNA repair proteins (61). 

Theoretical and experimental work has shown that many of these proteins use facilitated 

diffusion to efficiently locate specific sites, which accounts for the observation that some 

proteins find their target sites faster than allowed by 3D diffusion (62). Facilitated diffusion is 

mediated by nonspecific DNA-protein interactions, which are electrostatic in nature. Facilitated 

diffusion can be achieved by different modes of searching, including sliding, hopping and 

intersegmental transfer. In sliding, the protein keeps in persistent contact with the phosphate 

backbone and moves bi-directionally to search for target sites; in hopping, the protein 
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microscopically dissociates from the initial binding site and then rapidly reassociates with a 

nearby site on the same or opposing DNA strand; in intersegmental transfer, the protein is 

capable of long distance translocation from one DNA segment to another when they are close by 

in space. These searching modes contribute to varying extents to the searching process of 

different proteins. For example, human uracil DNA glycosylase was reported to use frequent 

hopping (≥1 hop/3 ms) as the primary searching mode (63), while human oxoguanine DNA 

glycosylase 1 was suggested to employ nearly barrierless Brownian sliding for searching (64). 

Previous work in our lab shows that AAG uses nonspecific binding interactions and 

facilitated diffusion to conduct a highly redundant search of adjacent sites (65,66). AAG is 

capable of searching both DNA strands and hopping over tightly bound proteins on DNA (66). 

This ensures that every site is searched, but could be detrimental if the protein is trapped in a 

local segment of DNA. Intersegmental transfer between DNA segments that are transiently in 

close proximity provides an elegant solution that balances global and local searching processes. 

Previous intersegmental transfer studies mostly used dimeric proteins or proteins with two DNA 

binding sites (67-72), but have not tested whether monomeric proteins can also use 

intersegmental transfer for efficient searching. In the crowded nucleus, the accessible DNA 

nucleotide concentration is estimated to be as high as 10 mM, and the presence of intersegmental 

transfer would undoubtedly greatly accelerate the searching process for many monomeric 

proteins. 

Facilitated diffusion has been suggested to be essential for the in vivo cellular function of 

the proteins under study by two groups (73-77). One Group used T4 endonuclease V, which 

repairs pyrimidine dimers from UV radiation, and showed a direct correlation between the level 

of processivity of wild type and mutant endonuclease V and the degree of enhanced UV 

resistance which is conferred to the repair-deficient E. coli cells (73-75). The other group used E. 

coli restriction endonuclease EcoRV, and observed a strong correlation between the ability of 

EcoRV mutants to slide along the DNA in vitro and to protect E. coli cells from phage infection 

in vivo, demonstrating the essentiality of linear diffusion for effective phage restriction (76,77). 

These two studies highlighted the important role of facilitated diffusion on the survival of 

prokaryotic cells. However, it is not clear whether such a correlation applies to eukaryotic cells, 

since the eukaryotic genome has higher structural complexity compared to the prokaryotic 

counterpart. 
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Eukaryotic Nucleus 

In the eukaryotic nucleus, DNA molecules are organized with nucleoproteins into 

chromatin, and the human genome is compacted ~400,000-fold through this organization to fit 

within a nuclear volume of ~1000 µm3. The basic repeating unit of chromatin is the nucleosome, 

which comprises a core particle with 146 bp of DNA wrapped 1.67 left-handed superhelical 

turns around an octamer of histones (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4; 2 copies of each) (Figure 1-7) (78). 

Nucleosome core particles are connected by stretches of linker DNA, which can be 10-80 bp in 

length. Free linker DNA results in non-condensed nucleosome, which is often depicted as beads-

on-a-string structure, whereas binding of linker DNA by linker histones, such as H1, is involved 

in chromatin compaction. Nucleosome arrays can be further packaged into 30 nm fibers and 

ultimately metaphase chromosome during mitosis and meiosis. This hierarchical DNA packing is 

an extremely efficient way of storing the DNA within the nucleus; however, this packaging also 

has the potential to limit the accessibility of the genetic information for DNA-dependent 

processes such as DNA replication, transcription and repair (79).  

 

Figure 1-7. Nucleosome: the basic repeating unit of chromatin in eukaryotic cells. 
The crystal structure of the nucleosome core particle (PDB: 1EQZ) consisting of H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 core 
histones and DNA (78). Histones are colored in rainbow, and DNA is colored by elements. 

 

Indeed, studies show that the assembly of DNA into nucleosomes greatly restricts the 

accessibility of many DNA-binding factors when tested in vitro, including those involved in 

DNA repair. For example, the efficiency of nucleotide excision repair of UV-induced DNA 
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lesions is reduced in chromatin substrates (80,81), and evidence indicates that the repair activity 

is stimulated by chromatin remodeling factors (82). The ability of several different DNA 

glycosylases to act on target lesion sites buried in nucleosomes has also been investigated, with 

somewhat conflicting results. For instance, oxoguanine DNA glycosylase activity was reported 

to be inhibited ~100-fold at a site 10 bp from the nucleosome dyad (83), whereas uracil DNA 

glycosylase was found to exhibit marginally reduced activities on nucleosomal substrates 

(84,85). These reported differences could be reconciled by sequence context and position-

specific effects of repair hotspots (85), the presence of which could influence critical biological 

processes. 

Work Described in this Thesis 

In Chapter 2, we developed biochemical assays that allowed us to observe and measure 

the rates of intersegmental transfer by AAG. AAG has a flexible amino terminus that tunes its 

affinity for nonspecific DNA, but we find that it is not required for intersegmental transfer. As 

AAG has only a single DNA binding site, this argues against the bridging model for 

intersegmental transfer. The rates of intersegmental transfer are strongly dependent on the salt 

concentration, supporting a jumping mechanism that involves microscopic dissociation and 

capture by a proximal DNA site. As many DNA-binding proteins have only a single binding site, 

jumping may be a common mechanism for intersegmental transfer.  

In chapter 3, we used pulse-chase assays, which monitor the partition of chemical 

catalysis and dissociation of the enzyme from the enzyme-DNA complex, to measure the 

excision efficiency of AAG. Results show that the commitment to catalysis by AAG decreases as 

the salt concentration is increased. Under low salt conditions, the observed excision efficiency is 

dependent on the chase concentration used, which reveals at least one AAG-DNA species that is 

capable of intersegmental transfer. The non-zero values of excision efficiency at very high chase 

concentrations suggest that an AAG-DNA complex species resistant to intersegmental transfer is 

present on the pathway towards catalysis. The separation of excision efficiency and site transfer 

probability from FP enables the direct comparison of searching efficiency of AAG with other 

enzymes. 

In chapter 4, we have examined the ability of AAG to excise 1,N6-ethenoadenine (εA) 

opposing different bases as well as that on the εA•T and Hx•T lesion substrates. We found that 

catalytic specificity (kcat/KM) is dependent on the assay condition. At low salt conditions all 
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lesions were excised with similar kcat/KM as a result of irreversible DNA binding, while at high 

salt AAG excises εA in the order of εA•C ≈ εA•T > εA•A > εA•G, which is inversely correlated 

to the stability of the corresponding duplex DNA. AAG has little discrimination for the εA•T and 

Hx•T site at low salt, while the preference for the εA•T site to the Hx•T site steadily increased to 

approximately 100-fold at high salt. The absence of discrimination for different target sites at 

low salt can be attributed to efficient facilitated diffusion and irreversible binding of AAG on its 

substrate DNA. Similar preference as observed at high salt was revealed when pre-steady state 

analysis was performed on the hybrid DNA substrates containing the εA•T and Hx•T sites. 

Finally, we showed that competitor DNA molecules have similar effects as salt in accentuating 

the ability of AAG to discriminate between different lesion sites. 

Crystal structures of AAG in complex with damaged DNA reveal a positively charged 

DNA binding surface that nicely accommodates the bend of the extrahelical recognition complex 

(27,28), but it is not known whether nonspecific DNA interactions would take advantage of the 

same set of electrostatic interactions. In chapter 5, we have individually mutated the 5 arginine 

and 3 lysine residues that are near to the DNA binding interface and evaluated their contributions 

to both in vitro and in vivo DNA repair. The results establish that catalytic specificity, kcat/KM, is 

positively correlated with processivity, suggesting that most residues contribute to both specific 

binding and nonspecific binding. The mutants were then tested for their ability to complement 

the MMS sensitivity of a Mag1 yeast deletion strain, revealing a positive correlation between 

catalytic specificity and cell survival. This is consistent with the model that cell survival requires 

efficient capture of cytotoxic lesions. Survival of cells with searching deficient mutant proteins 

could be rescued by overexpressing the mutant proteins. Thus, it appears that chromosomal 

access is not restricted and sites of damage are readily accessible to a searching protein.  

Collectively, these studies provide a framework for understanding the molecular 

mechanism by which a DNA glycosylase efficiently searches the genome for rare sites of 

damage and recognizes and excises different base lesions with varying specificity.  
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Chapter 2 
 

Isolating Contributions from Intersegmental Transfer to DNA Searching by 
Alkyladenine DNA Glycosylase1,2 

 
DNA repair proteins must search the entire genome to locate and repair rare sites of 

damage. Many of these proteins use nonspecific DNA binding that is mediated by electrostatic 

interactions to diffuse along the surface of the DNA (Figure 2-1). This process, which is often 

referred to as facilitated diffusion, can occur by either hopping and/or sliding (1-3). In sliding, a 

protein maintains continuous contact with the phosphate backbone, effectively conducting a one-

dimensional search. In hopping, a protein microscopically dissociates but rapidly reassociates on 

either the same or opposing strand at a nearby site. These local sliding or hopping steps provide a 

highly redundant search that enables a DNA repair enzyme to detect sites of damage, but they 

are inefficient for covering large distances because diffusion is not directional (2). Therefore, it is 

advantageous to balance local search with long-range transfer steps. Intersegmental transfer (i.e., 

direct transfer between DNA segments) is expected to be more efficient than random 3-D 

diffusion, because it maximizes the time that the protein is actively searching DNA and 

minimizes the time that it is free in solution. Intersegmental transfer mechanisms have been 

invoked for a variety of different transcription factors (4-9), but few studies of DNA repair 

proteins have been reported. Recently single molecule approaches were used to observe 

intersegmental transfer by a mismatch DNA repair protein, MutL� (10). The current work 

investigates whether an enzyme that initiates the base excision DNA repair pathway uses an 

intersegmental transfer mechanism to search DNA. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1This research was originally published in The Journal of Biological Chemistry. Hedglin, M., Zhang, Y. and 
O’Brien, P.J. Isolating Contributions from Intersegmental Transfer to DNA Searching by Alkyladenine DNA 
Glycosylase. J. Biol. Chem, 2013; 288:24550-24559. © 2013 by The American Society for Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology 
2Author contributions: M.H., Y.Z., and P.J.O. designed research; M.H. pioneered the project and performed the 
processivity assay on the PEG and reference substrates (Figure 2-4A), and Y.Z. performed all the follow-up 
experiments; Y.Z., M.H., and P.J.O. analyzed data; P.J.O., M.H., and Y.Z. wrote the paper. 
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 We examined the searching mechanism of human alkyladenine DNA glycosylase 

(AAG), because it has previously been shown to search DNA via facilitated diffusion (11). AAG 

is a small (33 kD) monomer that is responsible for finding a wide variety of alkylated and 

deaminated purines in DNA, including 3-methyladenine, 7-methylguanine, 1,N6-ethenoadenine 

(εA), hypoxanthine and xanthine (12-15). This enzyme initiates the base excision repair pathway 

by catalyzing hydrolysis of the N-glycosidic bond to release the damaged base and create an 

abasic site. The structure of AAG in complex with εA-DNA has been determined (16), and 

stopped-flow experiments found that AAG has pM affinity for this lesion (17). This tight binding 

makes εA an excellent substrate for studying diffusion, because every recognition event results 

in N-glycosidic bond cleavage. The formation of an alkaline-labile abasic site provides an 

unambiguous chemical readout for encounter by a searching protein. Previously AAG was found 

to make frequent hops to search both strands of DNA and it is capable of diffusing past a tightly 

bound protein (18). 

 
Figure 2-1. Mechanisms of facilitated diffusion for searching DNA. 

The local search involves sliding and hopping, and this is highly redundant. To prevent becoming trapped in a small 
region, the local search must be balanced by long-range events (three-dimensional diffusion or intersegmental 
transfer). 
 

The AAG primary structure is highly conserved in vertebrates, however the region of 

conservation is limited to the carboxy-terminal region of approximately 220 amino acids. The 

amino-terminal region (80 amino acids in human AAG) is poorly conserved both in length and in 

amino acid sequence. This region of human AAG is proteolytically sensitive and appears to be 
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flexible (19). Many eukaryotic DNA binding and DNA repair proteins also have disordered 

amino- or carboxy-termini (20-22) and it is proposed that one role of these flexible regions is to 

enable bridging interactions between two segments of DNA (23,24). 

We present a new biochemical assay to detect intersegmental transfer that is based upon 

tethering of DNA substrates with polyethylene glycol (PEG) linkers and measuring the 

frequency of correlated enzymatic action on the linked substrates. These assays and supporting 

kinetic characterization of intermolecular transfer rates demonstrate that AAG is capable of rapid 

intersegmental transfer. Extrapolation of the rates measured at low concentrations of DNA to the 

expected concentration of DNA in the nucleus indicates that both intermolecular and 

intramolecular diffusion occur on the same time scale. This suggests that AAG is able to balance 

an efficient local search with the global search for DNA damage. Although the amino terminus 

of AAG enhances DNA binding affinity and decreases the rate constant for dissociation, it is not 

required for intersegmental transfer. We conclude that this monomeric DNA binding protein is 

capable of intersegmental transfer via microscopic dissociation and capture by a new DNA 

strand during a transient encounter, without the requirement for a bridging intermediate.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Protein and Oligonucleotides 

Full-length and N-terminal truncated (∆80) AAG were purified and the concentration of 

active enzyme determined by burst analysis as described previously (25). Oligonucleotides were 

obtained from the Keck Center at Yale University or Integrated DNA Technologies, purified by 

denaturing PAGE, and the concentrations determined by absorbance at 260 nm. 

Glycosylase Assays 

Assays were performed at 37 °C in 50 mM NaMES, pH 6.1, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM 

DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 0.1 mg/ml BSA. The sodium concentration was adjusted to the desired 

level with the addition of NaCl. Reactions were quenched at the desired time in 0.2 M NaOH, 

heated at 70 °C for 15 min to cleave the abasic sites and supplemented with formamide/EDTA 

loading buffer. DNA fragments were resolved by PAGE on 14% gels, scanned with a Typhoon 

Trio+ fluorescence imager and quantified with ImageQuant TL as previously described (18). 

Initial rates were determined from the first 10% of the reaction progress curves. 
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Multiple-turnover Processivity Assay 

The lesion-containing strand (fluorescein-labeled) and the complement strand(s) were 

annealed at a ratio of 1:2. Unless otherwise indicated, reactions contained 200 nM substrate and 

2 nM full-length or �80 AAG. The initial rates for intermediate (Vint) and product formation 

(Vprod) were determined from linear fits. In all cases the two products and two intermediates were 

formed at identical rates indicating that AAG encounters either lesion with equal probability. The 

fraction processive values were calculated by Fp, obs = (Vint - Vprod)/(Vint + Vprod), and corrected for 

the small amount of ring-opened εA as previously described by Fp = (Fp - 0.05)/(0.92 - 0.05) 

(18). At low ionic strength it was necessary to account for the nonenzymatic rate of εA 

depurination, which was independently determined from control reactions without AAG. 

Determination of Relative kcat/KM Values 

Multiple turnover kinetics were performed with equal concentration of the 25εA•T 

reference and the indicated substrate (200 nM each) and 4 nM AAG. All substrates and products 

were resolved by denaturing PAGE and the relative kcat/KM value is given by the ratio of the 

initial rates for reaction of the indicated substrate and that of the reference duplex (26).  

Pre-steady State Burst Analysis 

To minimize the contribution of two proteins bound to the same DNA, reactions 

contained 100 nM AAG and 1 µM processivity substrate. The fraction of substrate remaining 

was fit by an exponential and a steady-state linear phase. To obtain 20 mM Na+ the concentration 

of all buffer components was decreased to 40% of the standard concentrations (0.4× buffer). The 

fraction intermediate was fit by the theoretical equation for the scheme shown in Figure 2-4A 

(see Appendix Scheme A-2). 

DNA-stimulated Dissociation 

The fluorescein-labeled lesion-containing strand and the complement strand were 

annealed at a 1:1 ratio, as control experiments showed that single-stranded DNA also facilitates 

the enzyme dissociation from the product. The homogeneity of the duplexes was confirmed by 

native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The substrate concentration used in this experiment 

ranged from 0.2 µM to 4 µM, with a fixed substrate to enzyme ratio of 100:1. The initial rates 

were plotted versus the substrate concentration and were fit to the linear equation (V/E = koff + 

ktrans[DNA]). The Y-intercept of the fit represents the intrinsic dissociation rate of the enzyme 

from the abasic product and the slope is the second order rate constant for direct transfer from 
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the abasic product to a new substrate. Stimulation by competitor DNA was performed with 2 nM 

AAG and 200 nM processivity substrate (annealed 1:2). The competitor DNA (25A•T and 

25D•T) was annealed at a 1:1.2 ratio. 

 

RESULTS  

Processivity assays provide a powerful tool to quantify the ability of an enzyme to diffuse 

along DNA and to locate a specific site (27-29). With this approach, an initial binding event is 

monitored by enzymatic activity at one of two sites on a DNA molecule (Figure 2-2A).  

  
Figure 2-2. Oligonucleotides used to monitor the diffusion of AAG. 

A. Multiple-turnover processivity assays monitor the partitioning between dissociation (koff) and finding the second 
lesion (kcapture). One possible pathway is shown, but binding is random, and so there are two pathways for processive 
excision to form abasic sites (Ab) from the ethenoadenosine lesions (E). B. Two-lesion and one-lesion 
oligonucleotide sequences (asterisk indicates the position of fluorescein labels). 
 
Subsequently, partitioning between dissociation (which produces intermediate oligonucleotides 

containing a single site of damage) and between capture and excision of the second site (which 

produces product oligonucleotides containing no sites of damage) can be determined. The excess 

of substrate over enzyme in the multiple-turnover assays ensures that the probability of rebinding 
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the same substrate molecule is negligible. The fraction processive (FP) provides a quantitative 

measure of the macroscopic rate constants for dissociation and capture at the second site [FP = 

kcapt/(kcapt + koff)]. This assay was previously used to establish that AAG conducts an efficient 

and highly redundant search of DNA (11,18). In the current work, we covalently linked two 

duplexes using a flexible tether to test whether AAG is capable of direct transfer between 

duplexes. The purpose of the tether is two-fold. First, the covalent linkage allows processivity 

assays to be used to correlate the enzymatic action on two tethered molecules. Second, the 

flexible linkage provides a high effective concentration of the two duplexes relative to each other 

that ensures intersegmental transfer between the linked duplexes is favored over transfer between 

separate DNA molecules. For this assay to accurately report on intersegmental transfer, it is 

critical that the protein is not able to diffuse along the tether. In the following section we 

investigate the possibility of using single strand DNA or artificial PEG as a flexible tether. These 

studies reveal that single strand DNA is not suitable, because AAG is capable of facilitated 

diffusion on single-strand DNA. However, AAG is incapable of diffusing along PEG polymers 

and these tethers could then be used to characterize the intersegmental transfer mechanism of 

AAG.  

Evaluate the Diffusion of AAG on PEG and Single-strand DNA Polymers Using Direct 

Competition Assays 

It is known that AAG is strongly dependent on duplex DNA for its glycosylase activity 

(11,30), and therefore it is not informative to examine the processivity on single-strand 

substrates. As an alternative approach, we measured the relative kcat/KM values for εA-containing 

duplexes that were extended on the 3’ end by either a single strand DNA region or a PEG chain 

(Figure 2-3A). If the 3’ extension provides a pathway for productively binding to the site of 

damage (i.e., allows facilitated diffusion), then the kcat/KM value will be increased by the larger 

number of binding sites relative to the duplex region on its own. By competing two DNA 

substrates in the same reaction, one of which has a 3’ extension, the relative kcat/KM values can 

be directly obtained from the relative initial rates (25). Under conditions conducive to efficient 

facilitated diffusion (100 mM NaCl), any contribution of the 3’ extension to searching can be 

detected (Figure 2-3B). This is in contrast to conditions of very high salt (1000 mM NaCl) in 

which facilitated diffusion is not observed (Figure 2-3C). All substrates were designed to have  
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Figure 2-3. Steady state competition experiments to evaluate binding to PEG and single-strand DNA. 

A. If AAG is capable of binding to, and diffusing from, a 3’ extension, then there will be a larger number of 
productive encounters relative to DNA substrate lacking the extension and a larger value of kcat/KM will be observed. 
B. At low salt concentration AAG binding is irreversible, and the protein uses facilitated diffusion to search every 
site of a DNA molecule. The kcat/KM values simply reflect the association rate constant. C. At high salt 
concentration, AAG binding is fully reversible, and its glycosylase activity is distributive. D. The indicated 
substrates were competed against an equal concentration of 25-mer duplex with a central εA•T lesion, and the 
relative kcat/KM values are shown (mean ± S.D., n > 3). The 100 mM data (white bars) indicate that AAG can 
productively transfer from single-strand DNA to duplex DNA but is unable to transfer from PEG to duplex DNA. 
The 1 M data (gray bars) provide an important control that confirms that the intrinsic reactivity is the same for all 
εA•T sites that were tested. Statistical significance for comparison of 1 M and 100 mM NaCl conditions was 
evaluated by Student’s t test using GraphPad Prism (* denotes p < 0.001). 
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equivalent εA sites, but with different sizes to allow them to be analyzed simultaneously on the 

same denaturing acrylamide gels. 

In each case the indicated substrate was competed against the same 25-mer duplex 

substrate that served as a reference (Figure 2-3A). Under conditions of 100 mM NaCl the kcat/KM 

values for the DNA with single strand overhangs are approximately 2.5-fold larger than for the 

blunt end duplex, demonstrating that single stranded DNA serves as a conduit for AAG to 

diffuse to the εA•T lesion site (Figure 2-3D, open bars). In contrast, the PEG overhang has the 

same kcat/KM value as the duplex indicating that any binding of AAG to the PEG region does not 

result in productive transfer to the εA site. The substrate containing the PEG-10 tether to a single 

strand extension shows a modest increase in kcat/KM relative to the duplex with no extension, 

suggesting that the PEG linker acts as an insulator to AAG diffusion, but that AAG can transfer 

from the single strand region to the duplex region directly (i.e., intersegmental transfer). As a 

control, we carried out the same set of competition experiments at 1M NaCl. Under these 

conditions the binding of AAG is reversible and there is no facilitated diffusion (Figure 2-3C). 

All of the substrates showed the same kcat/KM values under these conditions (Figure 2-3D, filled 

bars), confirming that the concentrations of DNA were correct. We conclude that AAG is 

capable of diffusing along single-strand DNA, but cannot diffuse on PEG. Therefore we used 

PEG linkers in assays to detect intersegmental transfer.  

Multiple-turnover Processivity Assays to Monitor Intersegmental Transfer 

To determine if intersegmental transfer contributes to the search for DNA damage by 

AAG, two oligonucleotide duplexes that each contained an εA lesion site were tethered by a 

PEG linker (Figure 2-2B). Correlated excision at the two sites of damage prior to macroscopic 

diffusion provides evidence for intersegmental transfer between duplexes. The processivity for 

these tethered oligonucleotides was compared to that of a continuous duplex substrate with two 

εA sites separated by 25 base pairs (47E2F2; Figure 2-2B), that was previously characterized 

(11).  

Multiple turnover processivity assays were performed under conditions of partial 

processivity (200 mM Na+), because this condition is most sensitive to any changes in 

processivity (11). The processivity values of AAG with PEG tethers of 1, 4 and 10 units are the 

same within error of the intact duplex substrate (Figure 2-4A; FP = 0.6). These results provide 

compelling evidence that AAG is capable of rapid intersegmental transfer, with the rate of 
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transfer far exceeding the rate of macroscopic dissociation. The lack of a length dependence for 

the different length PEG tethers is not surprising, because PEG is extremely flexible and has a 

short persistence length (31). Previous studies of the properties of PEG tethers provide estimates 

for the effective concentration of tethered duplex that a protein bound to one duplex would 

experience (32,33). For the PEG-10 substrate (tethered by 60 ethylene glycol units) the effective 

concentration is estimated to be approximately 3 mM, which appears to be sufficiently high to 

support rapid transfer.  

To test whether intersegmental transfer is sensitive to the concentration of cations, we 

measured the steady-state processivity of AAG with the PEG-10 substrate across a wide range of 

sodium concentration and compared it to the processivity of the continuous duplex substrate. 

Between 50 mM and 300 mM Na+, AAG efficiently transfers between the tethered duplexes and 

has the same probability of excising the lesion as if the lesions were separated by a continuous 

duplex (Figure 2-4B). Furthermore, the steady-state rates are indistinguishable for the two 

substrates (Figure 2-4C). These results establish that intersegmental transfer is efficient across a 

wide range of salt concentration and it is fast relative to dissociation from the abasic product. 

However, it is not possible to infer from these data whether the intersegmental transfer step 

might be sensitive to the salt concentration. This is because the rate of macroscopic dissociation 

is strongly dependent on the salt concentration and the intersegmental transfer rate could change 

significantly without becoming the rate-limiting step. 

Transient Kinetic Analysis of Transfer on Processivity Substrates 

To gain deeper insight into the rate of intersegmental transfer, we performed pre-steady 

state glycosylase experiments with the continuous duplex and PEG-tethered substrates. Under 

burst conditions, with a 10-fold excess of substrate over enzyme, the individual steps can be 

monitored to gain insight into steps that are faster than the overall steady-state rate. For these 

processivity substrates, the formation and disappearance of the intermediate with a single εA 

lesion follows a branched, two step irreversible pathway, in which the first step is base excision 

and the second step is either capture at the second site or dissociation (Figure 2-5A). Under 

conditions for which DNA searching and/or intersegmental transfer is slower than the rate of 

base excision, the transient accumulation of the intermediate with a single εA lesion excised will 

be increased and the subsequent decrease to steady state levels will be slowed. 
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Figure 2-4. Processivity assays with PEG-tethered duplexes demonstrate that AAG is capable of  

intersegmental transfer. 
A. The steady state processivity of the previously characterized substrate (47E2F2) (11), in which two εA lesions are 
located 25 bp apart, is compared with the processivity of substrates in which the two εA lesions are on separate 
DNA molecules that are tethered with PEG linkers. The Na+ concentration was 200 mM. B. Comparison of the salt 
dependence for the processivity of AAG with the PEG-10 substrate. C. The values of V/E for the experiments 
shown in panel B. Each value is the average ± S.D. (n>3). 
 

At 50 mM NaCl, a clean burst in substrate disappearance is observed for both the 

continuous duplex and the PEG-tethered substrates (Figure 2-5B, squares). This confirms that the 

concentration of enzyme and DNA were correctly determined. From the same time points the 

concentration of the product bands and intermediate bands (containing one abasic site and one 

εA lesion site) were also calculated. It should be noted that AAG does not prefer either of the 

lesion sites and both of the intermediate and product bands are observed in very similar intensity 
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(18). Therefore, the sum of the two intermediate species and of the two product species were 

calculated and plotted. The reaction progress curve of the intermediate species is the most 

informative (Figure 2-5B, circles). The equations governing the formation of the intermediate  

 
Figure 2-5. Pre-steady state kinetics with two-lesion substrates. 

A. Minimal steps involved in the AAG-catalyzed reaction for oligonucleotides with two εA lesion sites. The 
apparent rate constant for capture (kcapt) is dictated by the rate constant for transfer to the second site (ktrans) and εA 
excision (kchem). B and C. Burst experiments were performed with a 1:10 ratio of AAG to DNA substrate (47E2F2 or 
PEG-10), and the concentration of each species was calculated from the fraction of the total fluorescence determined 
by denaturing PAGE. Reactions were performed in triplicate, and the mean ± S.D. is plotted. Lines indicate the fits 
according to the irreversible model shown (see Appendix A for the derivation of the equations; rate constants are 
compiled in Table 2-1). The total concentration of Na+ was either 50 mM (B) or 20 mM (C). 
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were derived according to Figure 2-5A (see the Appendix A for the derivation of these 

equations). Fitting this equation to the data for the continuous duplex substrate (Figure 2-5B, 

blue circles) reveals that the rate constants for formation and breakdown of the intermediate 

species are the same within error (Table 2-1). For the PEG-10 substrate (Figure 2-5B, red 

circles), the rate constant for the formation of the intermediate was also identical within error 

(Table 2-1). However, a reproducible increase in the level of intermediate was observed that was 

accompanied by a slightly slower rate of breakdown of the intermediate (Figure 2-5B; Table 2-

1). This suggests that a new step, presumably intersegmental transfer, is partially rate-limiting 

and contributing to the rate of capture of the second site. Although identical results were 

obtained in multiple independent experiments, the magnitude of this effect is small and it is 

difficult to exclude experimental error.  
 

Table 2-1. Rate constants from pre-steady state kinetic analysis of two-lesion substrates 
 

 kchem(min-1)a kcapt (min-1)a ktrans (min-1)b 
50 mM Na+  

 
 

 
 
 47E2F2 0.23 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.02 >3c 

PEG-10 0.27 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.03 0.7 ± 0.5  
20 mM Na+    

47E2F2 0.27 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.01 0.3 ± 0.1 
PEG-10 0.31 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 

aThe kchem values were determined from the pre-steady state burst for the disappearance of substrate (Figure 2-5). 
Values for kcapt were determined by fitting the burst of intermediate formation and breakdown with equation S9 in 
Appendix A. The values reflect the mean ± S.D. (≥ 3 independent determinations).  
bThe rate constant for transfer was calculated from the values of kchem and kcapt according to the scheme in Figure 2-
5A and the error was estimated by propagation of the S.D. of the individual rate constants.  
cNo detectable delay was observed, indicating that the transfer step is at least 10-fold faster than the base excision 
step (kchem).  
 

Intersegmental transfer is expected to be sensitive to the salt concentration (4,34) and 

therefore we lowered the salt concentration to 20 mM and repeated the transient kinetic 

experiment that was described above (Figure 2-5C). Both substrates showed the expected burst 

of substrate disappearance and the multiple-turnover rate was greatly decreased due to slower 

dissociation from the abasic product (11,35). Nevertheless, the rate constant for removal of the 

first εA lesion is the same as observed at 50 mM Na+. For the 47E2F2 substrate a noticeable 

delay was observed corresponding to a rate constant for finding the second εA lesion of 0.14 

min-1. In contrast, the PEG-10 substrate exhibited a significantly slower rate constant for 

capturing the second εA lesion of 0.07 min-1 (Table 2-1), resulting in greater transient 
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accumulation of the intermediate with a single εA lesion (Figure 2-5C). These data allow the rate 

constants for intramolecular transfer across 25 bp of duplex and intersegmental transfer between 

tethered duplexes to be calculated (Table 2-1). Remarkably, the intersegmental transfer between 

duplexes tethered by 60 ethylene glycol units is only 3-fold slower than the intramolecular 

transfer between sites 25 bp apart on a continuous duplex (20 mM salt condition; Table 2-1). It is 

not possible to measure rates of transfer at physiological salt concentration using this assay, 

because the rates are much faster than base excision, but it is apparent that AAG transfer is 

accelerated by increased concentration of sodium ions. For the PEG-10 substrate the observed 

transfer rate constant increased by 7-fold when the sodium concentration was increased from 20 

to 50 mM (Table 2-1). 

Evidence of Intersegmental Transfer Obtained by Examining the DNA Concentration 

Dependence 

The observation of burst kinetics (Figure 2-5) demonstrates that dissociation from the 

abasic product is rate-limiting under low salt conditions. Intersegmental transfer to a new DNA 

molecule would provide an alternative pathway to dissociation and result in an increased reaction 

velocity (Figure 2-6A). We therefore measured multiple turnover glycosylase activity on the 

standard 47mer processivity substrate at a range of DNA concentration (0.2 - 4 µM) that is far 

above the KM value for εA binding, and the results are shown in Figure 2-6B. The reaction 

velocity is linearly dependent on the substrate concentration, consistent with the predictions of 

the intersegmental transfer pathway. The data were fit by the theoretical model (V/[E] = koff + 

ktransfer[DNA]), that yields the off-rate of AAG at infinite dilution (y-intercept) and the 

bimolecular transfer rate constant (slope). The processivity was also determined as a function of 

DNA concentration under the same conditions (Figure 2-6C). At 50 and 100 mM NaCl, the  

processivity is unchanged over the range of DNA concentration tested indicating that AAG 

always finds and removes the second lesion prior to dissociation or intersegmental transfer. In 

contrast, at 150 mM NaCl the processivity decreases with increasing concentration of DNA. This 

demonstrates that intersegmental transfer begins to compete with the pathway for finding the 

second lesion at this higher salt concentration and mheconcentration of DNA. The unimolecular 

and bimolecular rate constants determined from the data in Figure 2-6B are both strongly 

dependent upon the salt concentration (Table 2-2).  
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Intermolecular transfer can also be monitored by addition of competitor DNA that does 

not contain sites of damage. Transfer to undamaged DNA allows for more rapid dissociation or 

transfer to a new substrate molecule. As predicted by this model, multiple turnover reactions of 

AAG were linearly accelerated by the addition of undamaged duplex (Figure 2-7A, open 

symbols). The observation of a significant rate increase, without a decrease in processivity, 

shows that intersegmental transfer to the competitor DNA is slower than intramolecular  

 

 
Figure 2-6. Transfer to a new DNA molecule is promoted at higher DNA concentration. 

A. Minimal kinetic mechanism for the AAG-catalyzed reaction on an oligonucleotide with two sites of damage. At 
dilute concentrations of DNA, the rate-limiting step is dissociation from the abasic product (koff), but at higher 
concentrations of DNA, an intermolecular transfer step (ktrans) accelerates the overall rate of reaction. Multiple-
turnover processivity assays were performed at 50 -150 mM Na+ using the 47E2F2 substrate. B. Reaction velocities 
(mean ± S.D., n ≥ 3) were fit by linear regression (R2 ≥ 0.94). C. The fraction processive was calculated as described 
under “Materials and Methods” and analyzed by linear regression. The 50 and 100 mM NaCl conditions did not 
show a significant slope (p > 0.01; GraphPad Prism). At 150 mM NaCl, a modest, yet statistically significant, slope 
was observed (p < 0.0001), indicating that intersegmental transfer begins to compete with finding the second lesion. 
This additional pathway for transfer is illustrated by the dashed lines in panel A. 
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Table 2-2. Rate constants for dissociation and intersegmental transfer of AAG 
 

[Na+] (mM) koff (s-1)a ktrans (M-1s-1)b Extrapolated 
ktrans (s-1)c 

50 2.1×10-5 50 1×10-2 d 
100 2.3×10-4 270 6×10-2 
150 7.0×10-4 360 8×10-2 

aRate constant for dissociation of the abasic product from the intercept in Figure 2-6B. The rate constant for 
dissociation from nonspecific DNA is substantially faster, because nonspecific DNA stimulates multiple-turnover by 
AAG (Figure 2-7A).   
bBimolecular rate constants for intersegmental transfer are from the slopes in Figure 2-6B.  
cThe rate constant for intersegmental transfer in vivo was estimated by assuming that 10% of the genome is 
accessible (~10 mM DNA bp); the observed bimolecular rate constant was divided by the length of the substrate (47 
bp) and multiplied by 0.01M bp.  
dCoincidentally, the rate constant for transfer between the duplex arms of the PEG-10 substrate is the same under 
this condition (Table 1; ktrans = 0.012 s-1). Transient kinetic approaches could not be used to measure transfer on the 
PEG substrates at higher cation concentration, because transfer is much faster than base excision. 
 

searching, but faster than AAG dissociation when the concentration of NaCl is 50 or 100 mM. 

However, at 150 mM NaCl and high concentration of competitor DNA the rate of transfer 

becomes competitive with the macroscopic rate constant for finding the site of damage and there 

is a small, but detectable decrease in the processivity of AAG (Figure 2-7B, open diamonds).  

As a control, we compared the kinetic effects of nonspecific 25-mer competitor to those 

of a DNA that contains a synthetic tetrahydrofuran (THF) abasic site. This site is structural 

mimic of the abasic DNA product (Figure 2-2B) and the rate of AAG dissociation is expected to 

be similar. We observe essentially no effect of the added THF-DNA on the rate (Figure 2-7A, 

filled diamonds), providing further support for the model that the rate effect observed with 

substrate or nonspecific competitor DNA is due to intermolecular transfer. The rate of 

intermolecular transfer is the same for the THF-DNA as for undamaged DNA, because the 

decreased processivity is identical within error for the experiments with the two different DNA 

molecules (Figure 2-7B, diamonds). The use of competitor DNA provides important controls that 

rule out alternative models, such as effects due to added DNA, or incomplete saturation of the 

enzyme. However, it is not desirable to obtain quantitative values for the intermolecular transfer 

frequency (ktrans) from these data. This is because the DNA that is added will also act as a 

competitive inhibitor with respect to substrate binding and the overall reaction rates are a 

combination of inhibition and enhanced turnover via the intermolecular transfer pathway. 

Therefore, it is preferable to use the experiments that vary substrate DNA to obtain values of 

ktrans (Figure 2-6). 
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Figure 2-7. Stimulation of AAG by nonspecific DNA. 

Multiple turnover reactions of the processivity substrate (47E2F2) were performed in the presence of increasing 
concentrations of 25-mer competitor DNA at different concentrations of NaCl. The open symbols correspond to a 
nonspecific 25-mer (25A•T), and the closed symbols correspond to a specific inhibitor (25D•T, D = THF) DNA. A. 
The velocity increases with increasing concentration of nonspecific DNA, indicating that intersegmental transfer 
provides an alternative pathway to dissociation from the abasic product and that subsequent transfer from the 
nonspecific DNA is rapid. In contrast, the specific inhibitor has no effect on the reaction velocity. This can be 
explained by the fact that dissociation from the abasic analog is slow. B. The fraction processive is unchanged by 
increasing concentration of competitor at low salt (no significant slope, p > 0.01; GraphPad Prism). At 150 mM 
NaCl, a modest, yet statistically significant (p < 0.003), dependence is observed for both the nonspecific competitor 
and the specific inhibitor DNA. Values are the mean ± S.D. (n ≥ 3, except for the 8 µM 25A•T point for which n = 
2). 
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Probing the Contribution of the Amino Terminus of AAG to Intersegmental Transfer 

Eukaryotic DNA-binding proteins commonly have disordered tails that have net positive 

charge. It has been proposed that these basic tails enable efficient intersegmental transfer by 

allowing for transient formation of a bridging complex (23,24,36). AAG similarly has a 

positively charged amino terminus that decreases the rate of dissociation and thereby contributes 

to processive searching (11). Whereas the catalytic domain (80-298 in human AAG) is highly 

conserved among AAG homologs, the amino terminus is poorly conserved and varies widely in 

length (Figure 2-8A). The rate of N-glycosidic bond cleavage for the truncated protein (∆80) is 

identical to that of the full-length protein (37). Therefore, we tested to what extent the truncated 

protein that lacks the amino terminus is capable of intersegmental transfer. Processivity assays 

with the PEG-tethered substrates clearly show that ∆80 AAG is capable of efficient 

intersegmental transfer (Figure 2-8B). We also examined the effect of DNA concentration on the 

observed rate of dissociation, as described for full-length AAG. The intersegmental transfer rate, 

which is given by the slope in the DNA concentration dependence, is almost identical for the 

full-length and truncated protein (Figure 2-8C). Although truncation does not alter the rate 

constant for intersegmental transfer, the intercept is ~30-fold higher for ∆80 AAG than for full-

length AAG, confirming that the amino terminus increases the binding affinity for the abasic 

DNA product (11). These results demonstrate that the positively charged amino terminus of 

AAG is not required for intersegmental transfer. 

 

DISCUSSION 

It has been suggested that both short-range intramolecular and long-range intersegmental 

searching steps are required for the efficient search of genomic DNA (1,38-40), but there is little 

experimental information about the relative contributions of the two pathways, particularly the 

intersegmental pathway(s). In studying the searching mechanism of AAG, we have developed 

simple kinetic assays that allow for the quantitative dissection of intersegmental transfer 

pathways. Previous studies have examined DNA binding proteins that are multimeric, or have 

multiple putative DNA binding domains (4,5,10). In the current work we focused on the ability 

of a small, monomeric enzyme to search DNA. Our results strongly favor efficient 

intermolecular transfer at a biologically relevant DNA concentration. 
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Figure 2-8. The amino terminus of AAG is not required for intersegmental transfer. 

A. AAG has a poorly conserved amino-terminal region (32) and a highly conserved carboxyl-terminal catalytic 
domain (black). B. The processivity of Δ80 AAG is not decreased by a PEG linker. Processivity measurements were 
performed at 115 mM NaCl as described for full-length AAG. C. Multiple-turnover glycosylase activity was 
measured for 47E2F2 with 50 mM Na+. The stimulation of multiple-turnover glycosylase activity by high 
concentrations of DNA is similar for full-length and Δ80 AAG. 

Two mechanisms for intersegmental transfer have been suggested that are distinct from 

simple three-dimensional diffusion (1,41). In the first mechanism, there is an intermediate state 

in which the protein is simultaneously bound to two DNA sites. This mechanism has historically 

been called simply intersegmental transfer (1), but we refer to it as the bridging mechanism to 
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avoid confusion with the fact that there is more than one mechanism for intermolecular/ 

intersegmental transfer (Figure 2-9). In the second mechanism, the protein microscopically  

dissociates (hops) and encounters a second site on a separate DNA molecule (or distant site on 

the same DNA molecule) that happens to be close by. Microscopic dissociation events that result 

in rebinding far away along the contour of the DNA, or on a different DNA molecule altogether, 

have been referred to as a jump (4,41). We will use this term here for consistency with existing 

literature. Both hops and jumps involve microscopic dissociation and reassociation, but a hop is 

defined as an intramolecular transfer step and a jump is an intersegmental transfer step. In some 

cases, the observation that the observed dissociation rates are dependent upon the concentration 

of the acceptor DNA has been taken as evidence for the bridging model of intersegmental 

transfer (4-6). However, it is important to recognize that this observation can also be explained 

by a jumping mechanism, whereby a hop to a new DNA segment occurs much more quickly than 

macroscopic dissociation into solution. In a few cases there is direct biochemical evidence for 

bridging intermediates formed by multimeric proteins (7,9,42), but the distinction between these 

two mechanisms of intermolecular transfer has been largely ignored because most studies of 

facilitated diffusion have examined proteins with more than one DNA binding site.  

Of the two models for intermolecular transfer (Figure 2-9), our results are best explained 

by the jumping mechanism, which involves microscopic dissociation and re-association. We 

consider it unlikely that AAG could employ a bridging mechanism, because the positively 

charged amino terminus is not required for intersegmental transfer (Figure 2-8) and there is not 

an obvious secondary binding site. Furthermore, it is expected that a bridging mechanism would 

be saturable with respect to the second DNA species. Saturation is most likely to be observed at 

low salt concentration, which stabilizes electrostatic DNA binding interactions. Even at low salt 

concentration we observe no sign of saturation up to 4 µM DNA (Figure 2-6B). We cannot rule 

out that saturation might occur under some other conditions that we did not test, but we note that 

the linear dependence on DNA concentration is fully consistent with the jumping mechanism, 

because the rate of microscopic dissociation is expected to be fast. The jumping mechanism also 

predicts that the frequency of jumps is increased by higher concentrations of cations, and we 

observe faster rates of intersegmental transfer by AAG at higher concentration of sodium cations 

(Table 2-2). These studies, and the previous study identifying the importance of hopping in the 

facilitated diffusion of AAG (18), suggest that AAG searches DNA with a combination of very 
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fast short-range intramolecular hops that are interspersed with occasional intersegmental jumps. 

The simplest model to explain these two types of translocations is that they both involve a 

common intermediate that arises from microscopic dissociation. If another DNA segment 

happens to form a collision complex during the lifetime of the intermediate, then association 

with the new DNA segment results in a jump. If no other segments of DNA are nearby, then 

these microscopic dissociation events are usually resolved by returning to the same DNA 

molecule and would be classified as a hop. 
 

 
Figure 2-9. Models for intermolecular/intersegmental transfer by DNA-binding proteins. 

Direct transfer between sites that are distant on the same DNA molecule is equivalent to direct transfer between two 
DNA molecules. A. The presence of two DNA binding domains (red and blue spheres) allows for a bridging 
intermediate in which two segments of DNA are simultaneously bound. This mechanism has traditionally been 
referred to as intersegmental transfer (1). Here we refer to this as the bridging mechanism. B. Proteins with a single 
DNA binding site may exhibit intersegmental transfer without macroscopic release into bulk solvent provided that 
the probability of recapture is sufficiently high. This has been called “jumping” (28). The results for AAG are best 
explained by the jumping mechanism of intersegmental transfer. 
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We find that the positively charged amino terminus of AAG does not contribute to 

intersegmental transfer, however it clearly tunes the DNA binding affinity to balance the 

partitioning between facilitated diffusion and three-dimensional macroscopic diffusion. It is 

intriguing that this region is poorly conserved even among closely related mammals, and raises 

the possibility that cellular parameters such as protein abundance and genome size might require 

a different level of processivity. Alternatively, it may be that animals differ in the efficiency with 

which they are able to repair deaminated and alkylated damage. 

The rate of intersegmental transfer that we measured at µM concentration of DNA is 

slow, relative to intramolecular searching, but intersegmental transfer and intramolecular transfer 

are predicted to occur on similar time scales at the mM concentration of DNA that is in the 

nucleus. This conclusion is supported by the observation that AAG shows very rapid transfer 

rates between PEG-tethered duplexes for which the tether increases the effective concentration 

into the mM range (Figure 2-5). The ability of AAG to engage in intersegmental transfer 

optimizes the efficiency of the search for DNA damage by allowing a searching protein to escape 

a local DNA site. Electrostatic interactions are the dominant factor influencing the ability of 

AAG to perform both intramolecular hops (11,18) and intersegmental transfer. As most DNA 

binding proteins employ positively charged DNA binding sites, these searching mechanisms may 

apply more broadly to other proteins that search the genome, including other DNA repair and 

replication proteins, transcription factors, and DNA modifying enzymes. 
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Appendix A 
Additional equation derivation to support Chapter 2 

 

Scheme A-1. Fragments formed from base excision and NaOH cleavage of two-lesion 
substrates.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
The analysis of two-lesion processivity substrates under steady-state conditions has been 
previously discussed (1). We refer to the fragments AB and BC (scheme A-1) as intermediates, 
because they contain a site of damage that could be acted on by AAG. Under processive 
conditions (low to intermediate salt) these intermediates do not accumulate, because AAG 
excises both lesions before dissociating. However, in the pre-steady state phase the two excision 
steps must be sequential because only one AAG molecule is bound to any given DNA. Below we 
present a simplified kinetic scheme and derive the expression for transient build-up and 
breakdown of the intermediate. 
 

Scheme A-2. Reaction steps for activity of AAG on a two-lesion, two-label substrate (Figure 
2-2). 
 
Processing of substrate (x) gives two labeled DNA fragments according to scheme A-2 (the 
lesion-containing strand is labeled at both 5’ and 3’ end with fluorescein; we can ignore the 
unlabeled central fragment corresponding to processive cleavage at both lesion sites). The first 
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cleavage event gives rise to one product (z1) and one intermediate (y1). Subsequently the 
intermediate can be released to form y2, or the second lesion can be excised to give z2. Under the 
experimental conditions (10:1 substrate:AAG), AAG is more likely to bind to the excess of 
substrate that is present rather than to rebind a released intermediate. We previously showed that 
AAG has identical activity toward the two lesion sites, such that 50% of the events are initiated 
at site 1 (1). Therefore, the initial product (z1) has equal concentrations of the two fragments and 
C (Scheme A-1). Equations for the conservation of mass can be written (Eq S1 & S2) and 
combined to give Eq S3 (x0 = initial concentration of x). 
 

z1 = x0-x        (S1) 
x0 = x+(y1+y2+z1+z2)/2      (S2) 
x0 = y1+y2+z2+x       (S3) 

 
The burst phase for the disappearance of x is given by a single exponential function (Eq S4). The 
burst kinetics for the intermediate is identical to that of a two step-irreversible pathway (2), 
except that the rate constant for the second step is the sum of the rate constants to the two 
pathways shown (Eq S5). The ratio of the products formed during the burst phase is determined 
by the ratio of the rate constants according to Eq S6. Substitution of Eq S6 into Eq S3 and 
rearrangement gives Eq S7. The total intermediates (Eq S8) can be solved by adding together Eq 
S5 and Eq S7, which yields Eq S9 after rearrangement. Both Eq S4 and Eq S9 were multiplied 
by the burst amplitude (~10% for a 1:10 ratio of enzyme to DNA), and fit to the pre-steady state 
data in Figure. 2-5 of the text. The steady-state reaction phase that occurs after the burst phase 
was fit by adding a linear term (+Vt;, in which V is the steady state velocity). 
 

x = xoexp(-k1t)        (S4) 
y1 = (k1x0)(exp(-k1t ) - exp(-(k2+k3)t)/(k2+k3-k1))   (S5) 
z2/y2 = k2/k3        (S6) 

 y2 = (x0-x-y1)(k3/(k2+k3))       (S7) 
 ytotal = y1+y2        (S8) 

ytotal = x0[(k3/(k2+k3))+(1/(k2+k3))((k1k2/(k2+k3-k1))-k3)×exp(-k1t)-(k1k2/(k2+k3)(k2+k3-
k1))exp(-(k2+k3)t)]       (S9) 
 

 
Reference 
1. Hedglin M & O'Brien PJ (2008) Human alkyladenine DNA glycosylase employs a 

processive search for DNA damage. Biochemistry 47(44):11434-11445. 

2. Fersht A (1999) Structure and Mechanism in Protein Science (W.H. Freeman, New 
York). 
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Chapter 3 

Excision Efficiency of AAG on Substrate DNA and Its Dependence on Salt 
Concentration1 

 

Many DNA-binding enzymes interact with rare specific sites in a genome comprised of 

mostly nonspecific DNA, and this presents a daunting task for these enzymes, as they must find 

these rare target sites promptly during each cell cycle to perform their proper function. An 

example is the human DNA glycosylase, a family of initiating enzymes in the base excision 

repair pathway, which need to locate and repair ~10,000 base lesions per human cell per day in a 

genome of approximately 1010 nucleotides (1). Almost a dozen human DNA glycosylases 

continuously and independently search the genome for their cognate lesion bases, which usually 

have minimal impact on the structure of the DNA double helix (2,3). Previous studies have 

shown that many of these enzymes use facilitated diffusion (4-6), which enhances the efficiency 

of locating the target sites by reducing the dimensionality of the searching space. Facilitated 

diffusion can be measured experimentally by processivity assays, which measure the fraction of 

correlated catalytic events on a defined piece of DNA during a single encounter with the enzyme. 

Subsequently, the searching mechanism can be further dissected by varying the reaction 

conditions of the processivity assay and/or the relative positions of the target sites on the 

substrate DNA.  

Human alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) has a broad substrate range, catalyzing the 

removal of alkylated and deaminated purines such as 1, N6-ethenoadenine (εA) and 

hypoxanthine (Hx) (7-10). It has been shown in multiple-turnover processivity assays that AAG 

uses facilitated diffusion to search for its target lesion sites (11,12). The processivity assay 

monitors intramolecular transfer between target sites by using catalytic excision of the sites as 

the readout. Experimentally, the fraction processive is the observed parameter to describe the 

fraction of correlated actions of an enzyme on its substrate, and is equivalent to the fraction of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1Mark Hedglin performed a pilot experiment of the pulse-chase assay at 70 mM Na+ previously (Chapter 5 of Mark 
Hedglin’s PhD dissertation), and observed a chase concentration dependent decrease in excision efficiency similar to 
that presented in Figure 3-6 of this study. I collected and analyzed all the data presented in this chapter. 
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processive events in all the events (FP = processive events/total events). Mechanistically, the 

fraction processive value (FP) depends on two kinetically determined probabilities, namely the 

intramolecular transfer probability (Ptrans) between the target sites and the excision efficiency 

(Eex) of the target lesion, by the equation FP = Ptrans × Eex. The excision efficiency of the protein 

on the target site can be measured using a pulse-chase assay (13,14). This pulse-chase assay 

approach has been previously adopted by Stivers and co-workers in their studies on uracil DNA 

glycosylase (4,15-17), and more recently on 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (18). The site 

transfer probability can subsequently be isolated by dividing FP by the measured excision 

efficiency value.  

In this study, we used the pulse-chase assay, which monitors the partition of chemical 

catalysis and dissociation of the enzyme from the enzyme-DNA complex, to measure the 

excision efficiency of AAG. Results show that the commitment to catalysis by AAG decreases as 

the salt concentration is increased. Under low salt conditions, the observed excision efficiency is 

dependent on the chase concentration used, which reveals at least one AAG-DNA species that is 

susceptible to DNA-mediated intersegmental transfer. The non-zero values of excision efficiency 

at very high chase concentrations indicate that an AAG-DNA complex resistant to 

intersegmental transfer is present on the pathway towards catalysis. The separation of excision 

efficiency and site transfer probability from FP enables the direct comparison of the searching 

ability of AAG with that of other enzymes. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Proteins 

Full-length human AAG was cloned into the pET SUMO expression vector (Invitrogen) 

between the N-terminal BamHI and C-terminal XhoI site, encoding an N-terminal 6× His-Smt3 

fusion protein that can be cleaved with the SUMO protease ULP1. The AAG fusion protein was 

expressed in E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) pRare2 cells using autoinduction media (19). Typically, 

cells were grown at 37 °C until they reached an optical density of 1.0 at 600 nm. Cultures were 

then transferred to a 16 °C shaker, and protein was expressed for 24 hours with final OD600 

values at ~20 before cells were harvested and frozen at -80 °C. Cell pellets were suspended in 

lysis buffer (25 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 250 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) Glycerol, 0.1% NP-

40) and disrupted by a high pressure homogenizer (EmulsiFlex, Avestin). Cell lysates were 
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slowly precipitated with polyethylenimine to remove nucleic acids, and the recombinant AAG 

protein was purified by metal affinity chromatography using a His tag that was subsequently 

cleaved with the SUMO protease ULP1 to produce full-length AAG with an N-terminal serine in 

place of the initiator methionine of the native protein. Subsequent ion exchange chromatography 

(HiTrap SP, GE Healthcare) and dialysis (MWCO 12,000-14,000, Fisherbrand) yielded 

recombinant protein that was homogeneous as judged by SDS-PAGE with Coomassie staining. 

The N-terminally truncated protein ∆80 AAG was expressed and purified as previously 

described (20). The starting residues K80G81H82L83 have been substituted by G80P81H82M83 that 

remain after proteolytic cleavage by human rhinovirus 3C protease. 

The active concentrations of FL and ∆80 AAG were determined by burst analysis as 

described previously (11), and the enzyme concentrations used in the experiments described here 

refer to the corrected active concentration.  

Oligonucleotides  

DNA substrates were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies or the Keck Center at 

Yale University and purified by denaturing PAGE as previous described (11). Oligo 

concentrations were determined from the absorbance at 260 nm using the calculated extinction 

coefficients. For 5’ fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotides we assessed the labeling efficiency by 

comparing the absorbance at 260 nm with that at 495 nm. DNA duplexes were annealed at 1:1 

ratio of the lesion containing fluorescein-labeled and the complement strand. DNA substrates 

used in this study are listed in Figure 3-1. 

Gel-Based Glycosylase Assay  

Reactions were carried out at 37 °C in a buffer system consisted of 50 mM NaMES pH 

6.1, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and varying concentrations 

of NaCl to obtain the desired ionic strength. Reactions were initiated by the addition of enzyme 

to a final reaction volume of 20-60 µL. Aliquots were withdrawn at various times and quenched 

with NaOH (0.2 M final concentration). Samples were heated at 70 oC for 15 min, loading buffer 

consisting of 10 mM EDTA and 98% formamide was added, and the DNA species were resolved 

on 14% (w/v) denaturing polyacrylamide gels with 8 M urea. Gels were scanned with a Typhoon 

Trio+ fluorescence imager (GE Healthcare), and fluorescein signal was detected using excitation 

wavelength at 532 nm and emission with a 520BP40 filter. The resulting fluorescence signal was 

quantified with ImageQuant TL and corrected for background signal. The intensity of each DNA 
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band was converted into a fraction of the total DNA by dividing its intensity by the sum of the 

intensities for all of the DNA species in the reaction.  

Pulse-Chase Assay 

To measure the excision efficiency of AAG on its substrate DNA, we conducted pulse-

chase assays at 37 °C in the standard buffer at different salt concentrations by the addition of 

NaCl. The pulse-chase measurements were performed as previously described (12). Briefly, 50 

nM fluorescein-labeled 25εA•T substrate DNA was mixed with 100 nM FL or ∆80 AAG for 20 

sec (t1), and then chase solutions containing 1-100 µM of unlabeled 25εA•T or 25Y•T DNA 

were added (Figure 3-2A). The effectiveness of the DNA chase species was tested in control 

reactions conducted by pre-incubating chase DNA and enzyme together before the substrate was 

added to initiate the reaction (Appendix Figure B-1). At various time points (t2), a sample from 

the reaction was removed, quenched and analyzed as described for Glycosylase Activity Assays.  

The committed base excision pathway results in fluorescein-labeled product formation 

following a single-exponential, whereas dissociation releases unreacted fluorescein-labeled 

substrate. Depending on the chase concentration used, a steady-state product formation phase 

may be observed. The partitioning between hydrolysis and dissociation can be determined from 

either the exponential rate constant or by the change in burst amplitude in comparison with the 

no chase control reaction. If AAG dissociates from the labeled DNA before the chemical 

cleavage step and then binds to the unlabeled DNA, less of the reaction will occur during the 

single turnover part of the curve as compared to the same experiment without chase. The data 

were converted to fraction product (fraction product = product/(product + substrate)) and fit by a 

single exponential followed by a steady-state phase.  

During the 20 sec enzyme-substrate pre-incubation, the substrate is converted to product 

at a rate constant of approximately 0.2 min-1 (the rate constant is obtained from the single-

turnover reaction), and this corresponds to a product formation of 6.4% of the substrate in 

principle, which is not negligible. Therefore, we took time points at 20 sec in the single-turnover 

assay and used the measured result as the baseline level of product formation when the chase 

species was added (A20s). This term was incorporated into curve fitting for the pulse-chase assay 

so that the pre-existing product was not included in the burst phase. After obtaining the burst 

amplitude (APC) values from the data fitting, the efficiency of excision can be determined as 

compared to the same experiment without chase, i.e., the single-turnover reaction (Amax), by Eq 
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1: 

                                Efficiency of Excision (Eex) = APC/(Amax - A20s)                                                     (1) 

Alternatively, the excision efficiency can be determined from koff,obs and kmax values (Eq 

2), where koff,obs is the observed rate constant for dissociation from the bound complex and kmax is 

the maximal single turnover rate constant for formation of product. For branched pathways, the 

observed rate constant (kobs) for the burst phase of the pulse-chase experiment is given by the 

sum of the rate constants for the competing pathways (Eq 3). Therefore, the efficiency of 

excision can be calculated using Eq 4. 

                      Efficiency of Excision (Eex) = kmax/( koff,obs + kmax)                              (2) 

                                  kobs = koff,obs + kmax                                                                                (3) 

                                  Efficiency of Excision (Eex)= kmax/kobs                                                                          (4) 

The two methods give very similar results, while the calculations using burst amplitudes 

are more reproducible among different measurements. Therefore, we used the amplitude values 

for excision efficiency calculation throughout this study. 

The excision efficiency measurements were performed at different salt concentrations 

ranging from 100 mM to 1000 mM Na+. We have fit the salt dependent results to a cooperative 

model in which cations can bind to multiple sites on the DNA and thereby affect the efficiency 

of excision. This model is analogous to the Hill equation, which takes the following form. Eex = 

Eex,max - ΔEex*In/(Ka
n + In), where Eex is the efficiency of excision, Eex,max the maximal efficiency 

observed, ΔEex the difference between the maximal and minimal observed efficiency, n the 

number of cation binding sites, Ka the average association rate constant for cation binding, and I 

the cation concentration. All the curve fits performed in this study use KaleidaGraph (Synergy 

Software).  

 

RESULTS 

Efficiency of Excision Measured by Pulse-chase Assays 

Pulse-chase assays were performed to measure the commitment of AAG on the εA 

duplex DNA, and the extent of commitment is represented by the excision efficiency of 

catalyzed εA removal. The assays were set up under single-turnover conditions with 50 nM 

fluorescein-labeled DNA substrate and 100 nM AAG, and then excess unlabeled chase DNA was 

added to bind the dissociated free enzyme after pre-incubation of the enzyme and substrate for 
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20 sec (Figure 3-2A). Two DNA species were used as chase, unlabeled 25εA•T substrate DNA 

and 25Y•T competitor DNA (Y is short for pyrrolidine, which is a transition state ribose analog) 

(Figure 3-1) (21). In the presence of the chase DNA, there should be a decrease in the amplitude 

and an increase in the rate constant of the exponential phase compared to the single-turnover 

chase-free control reaction for any reaction that is not 100% committed. The two chase species 

were tested in the pulse-chase assay under the same reaction conditions, and they gave identical 

burst amplitudes (~0.5 at 250 mM Na+) and different steady-state rates, which originates from 

the different properties of the two chase species (Figure 3-2B). When the unlabeled 25εA•T 

DNA is used as chase, the trapped enzyme is capable of reacting with the chase species, 

dissociating from the resulting unlabeled product DNA, and then enters another catalytic cycle 

 

 
Figure 3-1.!DNA oligo sequences used in the pulse-chase assays. 

Substrate DNA oligos are labeled with fluorescein, which is denoted by an asterisk; chase DNA oligos are not 
labeled. The target lesion site 1, N6-ethenoadenine (E, or εA in the main text) and the transition state ribose mimic 
pyrrolidine (Y) were underlined. 
 

with the substrate and chase DNA. This results in a chase concentration dependent steady-state 

formation of the labeled product that is inversely proportional to the concentration of the chase. 

Pyrrolidine-containing chase DNA binds tightly to the enzyme and does not undergo catalytic 

turnover (22), leading to a slower steady-state rate as compared to the 25εA•T chase at the same 

chase concentration. Consistent with this analysis, increasing the concentration of the chase 
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DNA from 1 µM to 5 µM, and then to 10 µM, decreased the steady-state rates significantly, 

especially for the 25εA•T chase, while the exponential phase remained unchanged. Therefore, 

the two chase species gave the same excision efficiency under the same reaction condition. 

                  A                                              B 

 
Figure 3-2. Pulse-chase reaction measures the partition of product formation and dissociation of the enzyme 

from the enzyme-DNA complex. 
A. Pulse-chase reaction scheme. AAG and fluorescein-labeled substrate DNA are incubated for 20 sec (t1), and time 
points were taken from 20 sec to 60 min (t2) after chase addition. Reactions were quenched with 0.2 M NaOH (final 
concentration). B. A representative reaction time course for single-turnover (filled black circle) and pulse-chase 
assays using 25εA•T (red symbols) or 25Y•T chase (blue symbols) at 250 mM Na+. The reactions include 50 nM 
25εA•T labeled substrate, 100 nM FL AAG and different concentrations of chase at 1 µM (circle), 5 µM (square) 
and 10 µM (diamond). Different steady-state phases were observed depending on the identity and concentration of 
the chase species, but all reactions had the same exponential phase. 
 

We next investigated the dependence of the excision efficiency on substrate length, and 

DNA oligos with a central εA lesion in the same sequence context at different lengths ranging 

from 17 bp to 49 bp were tested (Figure 3-3). Experiments were performed with 5 µM 25εA•T 

chase at 250 mM Na+, and results clearly show that the excision efficiency of εA removal by 

AAG is dependent on the length of the substrate below 25 bp (0.32 for 17εA•T and 0.35 for 

19εA•T), and then approaches a plateau at around 25 bp and above (~0.5 for 25εA•T and 

49εA•T). Based on this result, all the subsequent assays used the 25εA•T DNA, unless otherwise 

specified, as the model substrate for measurements. 
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      A                                                                           B 

 
Figure 3-3. Length dependence of the efficiency of excision measurement. 

A. Plots of product formation of the pulse-chase assay at 250 mM Na+ using DNA substrates of different lengths. 
These reactions contain 50 nM labeled DNA substrate, 100 nM FL AAG and 5 µM unlabeled 25εA•T chase. B. Bar 
graph presentation of the efficiency of excision versus the length of substrates. Reactions were performed in 
duplicate and the mean ± S.D. is plotted, except for the reaction on the19εA•T substrate (single measurement). 
 

The catalytic mechanism of AAG on the εA substrate DNA has been proposed to include 

fast, two-step binding to specific DNA, thermodynamically favorable nucleotide flipping and 

rate-limiting N-glycosidic bond cleavage (Appendix Figure B-4) (23,24). Some of the steps, such 

as AAG-DNA association and dissociation, are salt concentration dependent, while the chemical 

catalysis step is not sensitive to salt concentration changes (11,24). Because the excision 

efficiency measurement monitors the partitioning of chemical catalysis and macroscopic 

dissociation of the enzyme from the bound complex, it is expected to be salt dependent. 

Therefore, we performed the excision efficiency assay in reaction solutions containing 100 mM 

to 1000 mM Na+, and a fixed chase concentration of 1 µM. At 100-200 mM Na+, concentrated 

chase stocks were added directly into the reaction solution. At 250-1000 mM Na+, substrate 

DNA and AAG were pre-incubated in the standard glycosylase reaction buffer with a salt 

concentration of 100 mM to make sure that all the substrates started in the bound complex, and 

chase solutions were prepared at different salt concentrations in order to achieve the specified 

final salt concentrations. Under the experimental setting, all the substrate DNA is in the specific 

complex with AAG for initial lesion recognition when the chase DNA is added, since searching 

has been shown to be very fast and efficient. Representative reaction curves are shown in Figure 
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3-4A, and the resultant excision efficiency values are plotted as a function of salt concentration 

in Figure 3-4B based on Eq 1 presented in Materials and Methods. It is shown clearly that the 

excision efficiency of AAG on its substrate DNA is dependent on the salt concentration. At low 

salt, AAG is very committed to the εA lesion, and the excision efficiency is close to unity; at 

high salt, however, AAG is less committed and the excision efficiency drops steeply. 

Interestingly, the excision efficiency of AAG did not decrease to 0 even at 1000 mM Na+.  

  A                                                                           B 

 
Figure 3-4. Excision efficiency of AAG is salt concentration dependent. 

A. Representative time course of product formation using 1 µM chase at 100-1000 mM Na+. B. Summary plot of the 
excision efficiency as a function of salt conditions. Values are the mean ± S.D. (n = 3). A line is drawn for the 
dependence of excision efficiency on salt concentration to guide the eye.  
 

We then used higher chase concentrations to validate the results observed in Figure 3-4, 

and representative reaction curves are shown in Figure 3-5A using 40 (for the reaction at 1000 

mM Na+) or 80 (for reactions at 100-500 mM Na+) µM chase. Most of the excision efficiency 

values observed here are the same within error to those obtained at 1 µM chase, but unexpectedly 

the excision efficiency values at low salt are lower here than observed before (Figure 3-5B). 

Therefore, we decided to measure a complete dependence profile of the excision efficiency on 

the chase concentration, and we saw persistent chase concentration dependence at low salt 

concentrations (≤ 200 mM Na+), but not at high salt (≥ 250 mM Na+) (Figure 3-6).  
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   A                                                                          B  

 
Figure 3-5. Excision efficiency of AAG is chase and salt concentration dependent. 

A. Representative time course of product formation using 80 µM chase at 100-500 mM Na+ and 40 µM chase at 
1000 mM Na+. B. Summary plot of the excision efficiency under different salt conditions. Values obtained at low 
chase concentration (1 µM) are shown in black and those obtained at high chase concentrations (40 or 80 µM) are in 
red. Values are the mean ± S.D. (n = 3). The two sets of results obtained at low and high chase concentrations are fit 
by the cation cooperative binding equation described in Materials and Methods. 
 

 
Figure 3-6. Excision efficiency of AAG is dependent on the concentration of salt and DNA chase. 

Pulse-chase assays were performed with 50 nM 25εA•T substrate, 100 nM FL AAG and 1-100 µM unlabeled 
25Y•T chase at 100-1000 mM Na+. The excision efficiency is dependent on the chase concentration at 100-200 mM 
Na+, but not at 250 mM Na+ and above. All reactions were performed at least in triplicate, and the mean and 
standard deviation are shown. Lines are shown to guide the eye. 
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A dependence on chase concentration could have indicated that insufficient chase was 

used to trap all dissociated enzyme. Therefore, we tested the possibility that the observed chase 

concentration dependence is due to experimental artifact at low chase concentrations, although 

we do not deem this very likely since the dependence was only observed at low salt 

concentrations and both chase species gave the same result. Pulse-chase control experiments 

were performed using both chase species to test their abilities to trap the enzyme at low chase 

concentrations (Appendix Figure B-1). Although the two chases behaved differently in the 

control assays, they were both shown to be effective even at 1 µM, which is the lowest chase 

concentration used in all the measurements. As a further control, we conducted the pulse-chase 

assay at lower enzyme and substrate concentrations (still ensuring the single-turnover condition), 

while still keeping the chase concentration at 1 µM. The rationale is that if the observed high 

excision efficiency is due to insufficient chase, we would be able to see a decrease in the value 

under the new reaction condition; otherwise, the observed excision efficiency would be the same 

for the two reactions. The pulse-chase assay was performed at 150 mM Na+, and we observed no 

difference in the excision efficiency for the two pulse-chase assays (Appendix Figure B-2). 

Together, these two sets of control experiments suggest that the observed chase concentration 

dependence is not an artifact cased by insufficient chase concentrations.  

The reaction conditions under which the chase concentration dependence is observed also 

support intersegmental transfer of AAG from the substrate molecule to a competitor or a 

different substrate DNA molecule (25). Therefore, we concluded that AAG is capable of 

intersegmental transfer from certain bound complex(es) to the excess chase DNA on the pathway 

to catalysis (Appendix Figure B-4). The excision efficiency at very high chase concentrations 

suggests that an AAG-DNA complex exists that is resistant to intersegmental transfer and is 

present on the pathway towards catalysis. 

Consistent with the intersegmental transfer model, we observed similar but steeper 

concentration dependence on the 17εA•T substrate compare to the 25εA•T substrate at 150 mM 

Na+ (Appendix Figure B-3). Steeper chase concentration dependence is expected on the shorter 

DNA substrate because the shorter DNA molecule has fewer binding sites than the longer one 

for a microscopically dissociated protein to bind to during intersegmental transfer.  

The chase concentration dependence of 25εA•T results in two excision efficiency values 

at the two concentration extremes at low salt, producing 0.94 and 0.79, 0.91 and 0.64, 0.58 and 
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0.51 at 100, 150 and 200 mM Na+ respectively (Figure 3-6). At low chase concentrations, AAG 

has a high probability of reassociating with the substrate DNA after it microscopically 

dissociates from the complex. These microscopic events can be intercepted by collision with a 

high concentration of chase molecules.  

AAG has a poorly conserved N-terminus comprised of 80 residues, which is not essential 

for its glycosylase activity but has been suggested to fine tune its binding to DNA. The truncated 

protein, Δ80 AAG, has been shown to exhibit decreased processivity compared to the full-length 

enzyme (11). Therefore, we tested whether the truncation of the protein N-terminus also affects 

the excision efficiency. Pulse-chase assays were performed at 100, 150 and 200 mM Na+ (Figure 

3-7), and the excision efficiency values were lower than those for the full-length enzyme under 

the same reaction conditions. Similar to that has been observed for the full-length protein, the 

truncated AAG also shows chase concentration dependence of the excision efficiency. However, 

the dependence was only clearly seen at 100 mM Na+ but not at 150 and 200 mM Na+, which is 

similar to the salt dependence for the fraction processivity assay (very processive at 100 mM Na+ 

but much less so at 150 and 200 mM Na+, see Ref (11)) 

 
Figure 3-7. Excision efficiency of Δ80 AAG is chase and salt concentration dependent. 

Pulse-chase assays were performed with 50 nM 25εA•T substrate, 100 nM Δ80 AAG and 1-100 µM unlabeled 
25Y•T chase at 100-200 mM Na+. All reactions were performed at least in triplicate, and the mean and standard 
deviation are shown. Lines are shown to guide the eye. 
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Intramolecular Site Transfer by AAG 

The previously reported processivity assays measure the fraction of the enzyme 

molecules that react with one εA site and then transfer and excise εA at the second site without 

dissociating into bulk solution. The obtained fraction processive (FP) consists of two distinct and 

measurable components (FP = Ptrans × Eex): the probability of site transfer (Ptrans) and the 

efficiency of εA excision (Eex) once the second site is reached. Therefore, the probability of site 

transfer (Ptrans) can be isolated by dividing fraction processive (FP) by the excision efficiency 

(Eex). Ptrans values were calculated using FP values measured in Chapter 2 (Figure 2-4B on 

47εA2F2 substrate) and Eex values were measured in this study. At 100-200 mM Na+, the Eex 

values used for the calculation were extrapolated from the linear fits of 1-10 µM chase data to 0 

µM chase; at 250-300 mM Na+, the Eex values were taken from the average results of all the data. 

As can be seen from Figure 3-8, the probability of site transfer by AAG (red bars) is very high at 

low salt conditions, and it slowly decreases as salt concentration increases.  

 
Figure 3-8. Probability of site transfer is salt dependent. 

Fraction processivity results (FP; black bars) were taken from Figure 4B of Ref (25) (see also Chapter 2 of this 
thesis). The Ptrans values (red bars) were calculated based on the equation Ptrans = FP/Eex, where FP values were as 
shown in the plot and the Eex values (extrapolated results at [chase] = 0 µM) were taken from this study under the 
corresponding salt conditions. The error bars for Ptrans were calculated by error propagation from FP and Eex. 
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DISCUSSION 

It has been widely accepted that many DNA-binding proteins use facilitated diffusion to 

search for their specific target sites more efficiently (6,26-29). Different methods have been 

developed to study this searching process using single-molecule and bulk solution measurements 

(4,5,11,28,30,31). One of the most frequently employed approaches to characterize the searching 

ability of a variety of enzymes is the activity-based processivity assay, such as restriction 

endonucleases EcoRI (32) and EcoRV (28), and DNA repair enzymes uracil DNA glycosylase 

(UDG) (4) and 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (OGG1) (5). A processive enzyme can catalyze 

multiple reactions occurred on a defined piece of DNA (synthetic oligo DNA or plasmid DNA) 

prior to the macroscopic dissociation of the enzyme from the DNA to which it is originally 

bound. Fraction processive is the observed parameter for quantifying correlated enzymatic 

actions, but it is not equivalent to the transfer probability. To compare transfer probability among 

different DNA-binding proteins, we need to separate the two components in the processivity 

assay: the probability of site transfer and the excision efficiency of the target site. In this current 

work, we measured the excision efficiency of AAG on its εA substrate DNA as a function of salt 

concentration. These results also make it possible to directly compare the probability of site 

transfer of AAG to other proteins. 

The excision efficiency of AAG on the εA substrate is DNA length dependent (Figure 3-

3), and the minimal oligo length (25 bp) at which optimal excision efficiency is realized is longer 

than the footprint observed in the AAG-DNA crystal structure (8 bp around the damaged 

nucleotide) (21,33). Previously, DNase I protection was used to probe the DNA binding footprint 

on the εA-containing DNA, and a footprint of 11 bp upstream and 5 bp downstream of the lesion 

site was observed (34,35). However, an excellent agreement with the crystal contacts was 

observed using a hairpin DNA substrate in a more recent functional footprint assay (36). Based 

on these results, we postulate that the length effect on the excision efficiency is due to end 

fraying of short duplex DNA, in which hydrogen bonds break and eventually base pairs become 

free at the termini of the helix (37-40). 

We found that the excision efficiency of AAG on εA DNA was very sensitive to the salt 

concentration (Figure 3-4; Figure 3-5). This observation emphasizes the necessity of performing 

a complete salt dependent profile in order to interpret and use the excision efficiency results in a 

meaningful way. AAG binds to its substrate DNA via a positively charged binding interface (33), 
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and therefore it was not surprising that salt can affect the partitioning of the enzyme between 

catalysis and falling off from the DNA substrate. At low salt AAG exhibited high excision 

efficiency on εA DNA, while at high salt the excision efficiency was drastically decreased. We 

have fit the salt concentration dependence of the excision efficiency with a cooperative model, in 

which multiple cations affect the partitioning between catalysis and dissociation of the enzyme 

(Figure 3-5B). In principle, salt-dependent changes in dissociation rate or excision rate could be 

responsible for the observed salt dependence, while the base excision step has been shown to be 

insensitive to salt changes (11). Therefore, the most straightforward interpretation of the salt 

dependence is that the apparent dissociation rate of AAG from the catalytically competent 

complex is dependent on salt concentration. 

Unexpectedly, we also observed that the excision efficiency was dependent on the chase 

concentration at low salt (100-200 mM Na+ for FL AAG) (Figure 3-6). The chase concentration 

dependence is best explained by the intersegmental transfer model via microscopic dissociation 

and reassociation of AAG from the substrate DNA to the chase DNA (Appendix Figure B-4). At 

low chase concentrations, a microscopically dissociated protein has a high probability to return 

to the substrate DNA to which it was initially bound, resulting in high excision efficiency values. 

At high chase concentrations, a microscopically dissociated protein has increasing chances to be 

intercepted by a nearby chase DNA molecule, leading to lower excision efficiency values.  

The non-zero excision efficiency values observed at very high chase concentrations could 

be attributed to the presence of a bound complex species that is impregnable to intersegmental 

transfer. According to the proposed minimal reaction mechanism of AAG on its substrate DNA 

(23,24), this bound species could be the flipped-out complex. This model could be tested by 

performing additional experiments, such as measuring the rate constants for nucleotide flipping 

and unflipping (kflip and kunflip) directly under these different conditions used for the pulse-chase 

assays. The model predicts that changing the base pair stability could alter the commitment for 

target excision, which could be tested easily by altering the identity of the opposing base of the 

lesion site. 

Since AAG has a broad substrate range, and catalyzes the removal of many other lesions 

such as hypoxanthine (Hx), 3-methyladenine and 7-methylguanine, besides the εA lesion tested 

here (7-9,34,41,42), it is of interest to test if AAG also excise other lesion bases efficiently in the 

pulse-chase assay. In a pilot experiment, we measured the excision efficiency of AAG on the Hx 
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substrate (Appendix Figure B-5) and found the efficiency value much lower than that on the εA 

substrate under the same reaction condition. The observed differences in the excision efficiency 

on the two different substrate lesions suggest that it might provide an opportunity for AAG to 

discriminate between different bases. 

To evaluate the effect of the positively charged amino terminus of AAG on the excision 

efficiency, we performed pulse-chase assays using the truncated enzyme and found that ∆80 

AAG had similar chase concentration dependence as the full length protein at low salt, 

suggesting that the poorly conserved N-terminus is not required for intersegmental transfer, 

which is consistent with the previous results (25). However, ∆80 AAG clearly has decreased 

excision efficiency when assayed under the same salt condition as the FL AAG (Figure 3-6; 

Figure 3-7). This difference could be explained by weaker DNA binding affinity. 

The excision efficiency values for AAG on εA DNA are very high at low salt 

concentrations (Figure 3-6), and essentially every encounter with the target lesion site results in 

catalytic excision. This high excision efficiency is similar to those reported for UDG on the 

uracil site (0.73 in Ref (4), ~0.9 in Ref (17)) and for OGG1 on the 8-oxoguanine site (0.85 ± 0.03 

in Ref (18)) at low salt conditions. At high salt concentrations, the excision efficiency of AAG 

on the εA DNA substrate is greatly decreased (Figure 3-6). It is expected that the excision 

efficiency values of UDG and OGG1 on their respective cognate lesion sites would show similar 

salt concentration dependence as that observed for AAG, based on the electrostatic interactions 

in their protein-DNA complex structures (43,44). However, such measurements have yet to be 

performed for these proteins at high salt. 

We calculated intramolecular transfer probability (Ptrans) of two sites separated by 25 bp 

(47εA2F2) for AAG, and found that the probability of site transfer values were all close to 1 at 

200 mM Na+ and below (Figure 3-8). Previous study showed that increasing the distance of the 

two lesion sites from 25 bp (47εA2F2) to 50 bp (72εA2F2) did not change the fraction 

processivity values (12), and thus the intramolecular transfer probability of AAG. In contrast to 

the extremely efficient site transfer of AAG, UDG is less efficient for lesion searching: at 10 mM 

NaCl, the intramolecular site transfer probability was ~0.4 for two sites separated by 20 bp, and 

~0.3 for those separated by 56 bases; while at 150 mM NaCl, the transfer probability decreased 

to around 0 (4). Therefore, it is likely that the less efficient site transfer probability of UDG may 

have been compensated by its extremely fast reaction rate constant for target excision (45). In 
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contrast, AAG seems to have evolved to optimize the site transfer ability for its different lesion 

sites under physiological salt conditions. 
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Appendix B 

Additional information to support Chapter 3 

 

Evaluation of the chase species in the pulse-chase control assays 

Control experiments were performed by pre-incubating the chase species with the 

enzyme for 20 sec before adding the substrate. Both the 25εA•T and 25Y•T chase species were 

tested. When the 25εA•T chase was pre-incubated with the enzyme first, a lag phase was 

observed after substrate addition, followed by a steady-state formation of the labeled products 

(Figure B-1A). The lag phase is present because AAG needs to react with the unlabeled DNA 

and dissociate from the abasic product before it can bind and react with the labeled DNA 

substrate. This phase shortens as the salt concentration is increased due to faster release of the 

protein from the abasic product. When the 25Y•T chase was pre-incubated with the enzyme first, 

however, a small but discernible burst phase was seen at low salt, followed by a very slow 

steady-state formation of the labeled products (Figure B-1B). This burst phase disappeared when 

the salt concentration was increased due to the change of the rate-limiting step from product 

release to chemical catalysis at high salt (1). The observed rates at low and high salt are 

consistent with ~1 nM free enzyme in the reaction system. Therefore, the calculated excision 

efficiency values may be overestimated with an upper limit of 0.02 (1 nM AAG, 50 nM substrate 

DNA) at 1 µM 25Y•T chase at low salt.  

The effectiveness of 25Y•T as a chase was also tested using 10 nM 25εA•T substrate 

DNA, 20 nM AAG and 1 µM chase in the standard pulse-chase assay at 150 mM Na+ (Figure B-

2), since the excision efficiency shows the most significant chase concentration dependence at 

this salt concentration. In the new assay system, both the enzyme (20 nM versus 100 nM) and 

substrate (10 nM versus 50 nM) concentrations decreased by 5-fold compared to the original 

pulse-chase assay, and therefore the ratio of chase to enzyme and chase to substrate increased by 

5-fold fold. If 1 µM chase is enough to trap all the dissociate enzyme in the original pulse-chase 

assay, this new reaction should give the same excision efficiency value as measured in Figure 3-
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4. If 1 µM chase is not sufficient for the original assay, then decreased excision efficiency will be 

observed in this new assay. The two conditions gave indistinguishable burst amplitudes, 

validating that 1 µM chase is a sufficiently high concentration to trap all dissociated AAG. 

                               A 

 
                                           B 

 

Figure B-1. Pulse-chase control reactions to test the efficiency of the chase species.  
1 µM chase was incubated with 100 nM AAG for 20 sec, and then 50 nM labeled 25εA•T substrate DNA was added 
to initiate reaction. A. Pulse-chase control assays using unlabeled 25εA•T chase DNA. The reactions were 
performed at 100 mM Na+ (black symbol) and 200 mM Na+ (red symbol). The inset shows the same reactions with a 
different scale for the first 10 min, and lag phases can be seen at the initial time points deviating from the linear fits 
(linear fits were performed without the first three time points). A product fraction of 0.02 is the baseline level of 
product formation for sample preparation in the absence of the enzyme. B. Pulse-chase control assays using 
unlabeled 25Y•T chase DNA. The reactions were performed at 100 mM Na+ (black symbol), 200 mM Na+ (red 
symbol) and 300 mM Na+ (blue symbol). The inset shows the reaction at 100 mM Na+ with a different Y-axis scale. 
A burst amplitude of ~0.03 at an observed rate constant of 0.15 min-1 is seen at 100 mM Na+, while no burst phases 
are seen at 200 and 300 Na+.  
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Figure B-2. Pulse-chase assay to ascertain the effectiveness of the 25Y•T chase. 
Pulse-chase assays were performed using 1 µM chase at 150 mM Na+ with 10 nM substrate and 20 nM enzyme (red 
symbols) or 50 nM substrate and 100 nM enzyme (black symbols). The two reactions gave excision of efficiency 
results identical within error. The reactions were performed in triplicate. The average values for each data point are 
plotted and the error bars indicate the standard deviation. 
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                                              A                                                                              

            
                                       B 

 

Figure B-3. Efficiency of excision on 17εA•T DNA is chase concentration dependent. 
A. Standard pulse-chase assays were performed using 50 nM 17εA•T substrate, 100 nM AAG, 1-30 µM unlabeled 
25εA•T chase DNA at 150 mM Na+. B. The chase concentration dependence of AAG on the 17εA•T substrate 
(black diamond) is steeper than that on the 25εA•T substrate (red circle; from Figure 3-6 at 150 mM Na+) and lower 
chase concentrations are required to achieve the plateaued value. The 25εA•T chase was used for the assay on the 
17εA•T substrate, and the 25Y•T chase was used for the assay on the 25εA•T substrate. Values shown were mean ± 
S.D., n = 2 for the 17εA•T substrate, and n = 3 for the 25εA•T substrate. 
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Figure B-4. Proposed mechanism for the chase concentration dependence of excision efficiency. 

A. Minimal kinetic mechanism for the AAG-catalyzed reaction in the presence of high concentrations of chase. We 
propose that AAG is capable of intersegmental transfer from certain bound complex(es) to the excess chase DNA on 
the pathway to catalysis. The blue crescent denotes AAG, the red box is the lesion base of the substrate DNA, and 
the cyan box presents the pyrrolidine site of the chase DNA. This scheme is adapted from Ref (2). 
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                                       A                                                                            

 
                                       B 

 
Figure B-5. Excision efficiency measurement of AAG on the Hx substrate. 

A. Pulse-chase assays were performed using 1-20 µM chase at 100 mM Na+ with 50 nM 25Hx•T substrate and 200 
nM enzyme. The reactions were started at pH 8.0 to slow down the enzyme-substrate DNA reaction during pre-
incubation (20 sec) (3). The final reaction condition after chase addition was at pH 6.1, and only the steady-state 
time points were taken. B. The excision efficiency of AAG on the Hx substrate is chase concentration dependent. 
The results are taken from single measurements. 
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Chapter 4 

Exploring the Impact of Facilitated Diffusion on the Measurement of 
Catalytic Specificity of Human Alkyladenine DNA Glycosylase 

 
Human alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) is a monofunctional DNA glycosylase in 

the base excision repair pathway responsible for the recognition and excision of alkylated and 

deaminated purines, such as 1, N6-ethenoadenine (εA) and hypoxanthine (Hx) (1-6). Like many 

other DNA glycosylases with broad substrate specificity, AAG recognizes its different cognate 

lesions with varying affinity and catalyzes their removal at different rates (7). AAG has been 

shown to use facilitated diffusion to search the genome, which enables the protein to find its 

target lesion sites more efficiently (8,9).  

εA is one of the exocyclic DNA adducts produced by chloroacetalaldehyde, which is a 

reactive metabolite of an environmental carcinogen vinyl chloride (10-12).  This base lesion has 

also been detected in DNA of the liver and other organs of humans and other animals (13,14), 

suggesting its formation from endogenous sources. Indeed, it was shown to occur during lipid 

peroxidation by the interaction of the resulting reactive aldehydes and hydroxy-alkenals with 

DNA (15-17). Even though εA is removed from DNA by AAG in human cells, it is suspected to 

have a significant impact on carcinogenesis because of its miscoding capability. εA does not 

form stable Waston-Crick base pairs with any of the four normal bases since the etheno group 

eliminates the hydrogen donor at N6 position of the lesion base. In principle, misincorporation of 

all nucleotides opposing εA is possible if it is replicated prior to being repaired. Although only 

marginally mutagenic in E. coli (18), εA has great mutagenic potential in cultured mammalian 

cells (19,20). For instance, εA was shown to primarily undergo εA to G transition in simian 

kidney cells, indicating that the insertion of C opposite the εA adduct is predominant (20).  

In contrast, Hx is a relatively small lesion that is formed as a result of oxidative 

deamination of adenine and may occur spontaneously by hydrolysis (21,22). The Hx lesion alters 

base pairing and converts a Watson-Crick base pair with T to a wobble base pair, and it can also 
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stably pair with C. AAG is very adept at excising Hx from deoxyinosine-containing DNA1, and 

the rate constant for N-glycosidic bond cleavage is ~50-fold faster than the εA substrate (7). 

However, AAG has weaker binding affinity to the Hx•T site than to the εA•T site (7), and a 

previously study has established that other mismatches to the Hx lesion were recognized less 

efficiently than the Hx•T mismatch (23).  

In this study, we compared the catalytic specificity of AAG on the εA lesion opposing 

different bases as well as that on the εA•T and Hx•T lesion substrates. We found that the 

catalytic specificity of AAG on its different lesion sites is dependent on the assay condition. At 

low salt conditions all lesions were excised with similar efficiency, while at high salt AAG 

excises εA in the order of εA•C ≈ εA•T > εA•A > εA•G, which is reversely correlated to the 

stability of the corresponding duplex DNA. AAG has little discrimination for the εA•T and Hx•T 

site at low salt, while the preference for the εA•T site to the Hx•T site steadily increased to 

approximately 100-fold at high salt. The absence of discrimination for different target sites at 

low salt can be attributed to efficient facilitated diffusion and irreversible DNA binding of AAG 

on its substrate DNA. Similar preference as observed at high salt was revealed when pre-steady 

state analysis was performed on hybrid DNA substrates containing both εA•T and Hx•T sites. 

Finally, we showed that competitor DNA molecules have a similar effect as salt in accentuating 

the ability of AAG to discriminate between different lesion sites. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Proteins 

Full-length human AAG was cloned into the pET SUMO expression vector (Invitrogen) 

between the N-terminal BamHI and C-terminal XhoI site, encoding an N-terminal 6× His-Smt3 

fusion protein that can be cleaved with the SUMO protease ULP1. The AAG fusion protein was 

expressed in E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) pRare2 cells using autoinduction media (24). Typically, 

cells were grown at 37 °C until they reached an optical density of 1.0 at 600 nm. Cultures were 

then transferred to a 16 °C shaker, and protein was expressed for 24 hours with final OD600 

values at ~20 before cells were harvested and frozen at -80 °C. Cell pellets were suspended in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Inosine (I) is a nucleoside that contains hypoxanthine (Hx) as the nitrogenous base attached to the ribose ring via a 
N-glycosidic bond. Thus, when within DNA, the correct manner to refer to the damaged nucleotide is deoxyinosine.  
Upon excision and release from DNA by AAG, the free base is referred to as hypoxanthine.!
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lysis buffer (25 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 250 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) Glycerol, 0.1% NP-

40) and disrupted by a high pressure homogenizer (EmulsiFlex, Avestin). Cell lysates were 

slowly precipitated with polyethylenimine to remove nucleic acids, and the recombinant AAG 

protein was purified by metal affinity chromatography using a His tag that was subsequently 

cleaved with the SUMO protease ULP1 to produce full-length AAG with an N-terminal serine in 

place of the initiator methionine of the native protein. Subsequent ion exchange chromatography 

(HiTrap SP, GE Healthcare) and dialysis (MWCO 12,000-14,000, Fisherbrand) yielded 

recombinant protein that was homogeneous as judged by SDS-PAGE with Coomassie staining. 

The active concentration of AAG was determined by burst analysis as described previously (8), 

and the enzyme concentration used in the experiments described here refers to the corrected 

active concentration.  

Oligonucleotides  

DNA substrates were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies or the Keck Center at 

Yale University and purified by denaturing PAGE as previous described (8). Oligo 

concentrations were determined from the absorbance at 260 nm using the calculated extinction 

coefficients. For 5’ fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotides we assessed the labeling efficiency by 

comparing the absorbance at 260 nm with that at 495 nm. DNA duplexes were annealed at 1:1.2 

ratio of the lesion containing fluorescein-labeled strand and the complement. The sequences for 

all the oligonucleotides used in this study are shown in Appendix Figure C-1. 

Gel-Based Glycosylase Assay 

Reactions were carried out at 37 °C in a buffer system consisted of 50 mM NaMES pH 

6.1, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and varying concentrations 

of NaCl to obtain the desired ionic strength. Reactions were initiated by the addition of enzyme 

to a final reaction volume of 20-60 µL. Aliquots were withdrawn at various times and quenched 

with NaOH (0.2 M final concentration). Samples were heated at 70 oC for 15 min, loading buffer 

consisting of 10 mM EDTA and 98% formamide was added, and the DNA species were resolved 

on 14% (w/v) denaturing polyacrylamide gels with 8 M urea. Gels were scanned with a Typhoon 

Trio+ fluorescence imager (GE Healthcare), and fluorescein signal was detected using excitation 

wavelength at 532 nm and emission with a 520BP40 filter. The resulting fluorescence signal was 

quantified with ImageQuant TL and corrected for background signal. The intensity of each DNA 
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band was converted into a fraction of the total DNA by dividing its intensity by the sum of the 

intensities for all of the DNA species in the reaction.  

Single-turnover Assay 

Single-turnover kinetics was performed on 25εA•T, 25εA•C, 25εA•A and 25εA•G DNA 

substrates. The concentration of AAG (100 and 500 nM) was varied in excess over the DNA 

substrates (50 nM) to ensure single-turnover conditions. In all cases the reactions followed single 

exponential kinetics F = A(1-exp(-kt)), in which A is the reaction amplitude and k is the 

observed single-turnover rate constant. 

Catalytic Specificity (kcat/KM) Measurement 

kcat/KM was measured on 25εA•T, 25εA•C, 25εA•A and 25εA•G DNA substrates. 

Different salt ranges were used for different substrates: 600-1000 mM Na+ for 25εA•T and 

25εA•C, 400-800 mM Na+ for 25εA•A, and 300-700 mM Na+ for 25εA•G. Multiple-turnover 

reactions were performed with DNA substrate concentrations at 25-100 nM, and fixed enzyme 

concentration at 2 nM. The kcat/KM values were calculated from the slopes of the linear fits or the 

Michaelis-Menten equation Vinit/[Enz]=(kcat/KM)*[S]/(1+[S]/KM). The kcat/KM versus salt 

concentration data were fit by assuming a log-linear relationship log(kcat/KM) = a + b*log([Na+]), 

according to the counterion condensation theory (25,26). 

Determination of Relative kcat/KM Values  

The direct competition assay was performed under multiple-turnover conditions with 

equal concentration of the 19εA•T reference DNA and the competing DNA oligos 25εA•T, 

25εA•C, 25εA•A or 25εA•G (200 nM each), and 2 nM AAG over a wide range of salt 

concentrations. All substrates and products were resolved by denaturing PAGE, and the relative 

kcat/KM values are given by the ratio of the concentration and initial rates of the competing DNA 

oligos: (kcat/KM)rel = ([A]*(kcat/KM)A)/ ([B]*(kcat/KM)B), in which A and B are the two competing 

DNA substrates. Direct competition assays of 19εA•T and 25εA•A were also performed in the 

presence of 0-20 µM 25A•T nonspecific DNA at 150 mM Na+ in order to test the effect of 

excess nonspecific DNA on catalytic specificity. 

The relative kcat/KM values of εA•T and Hx•T were calculated from direct competition of 

25εA•T versus 19Hx•T under the same multiple-turnover conditions as described above. The 

assay was also conducted using the 25εA•A DNA as the common bridging substrate for the 
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competition of 19εA•T vs 19Hx•T. The relative kcat/KM of εA•T vs Hx•T was given by the ratio 

of the two direct competition results (kcat/KM)εA•T/Hx•T = (kcat/KM)εA•T/εA•A/ (kcat/KM)Hx•T/εA•A. 

Steady State Analysis on Hybrid Substrate 

Steady state analysis on the hybrid substrate containing both an εA lesion and a Hx lesion 

was performed using 200 nM DNA and 2 nM AAG at salt concentrations ranging from 50 mM 

to 300 mM. The initial rates were determined from the first 10% of the reaction and were linear 

in all cases. The intermediates refer to those species retaining an εA or a Hx lesion site and the 

products refer to those retaining no lesion sites. 

Pre-steady State Burst Analysis on Hybrid Substrate 

Under low salt conditions, AAG catalyzes a rapid burst of lesion excision, followed by 

slow rate-limiting product release. To minimize the contribution of two proteins bound to the 

same DNA, pre-steady state burst analysis was performed containing 1 µM 47mer hybrid DNA 

substrate containing both an εA lesion and a Hx lesion and 100 nM FL AAG at 50 mM Na+. 

Time points were taken spanning both the initial burst phase and the steady state phase. The 

concentration of product remaining was fit by an exponential and a steady state linear phase. The 

intermediate was fit by the theoretical equation as derived in Ref (27).  

 

RESULTS 

Catalytic Specificity Measurement on εA Opposing Different Bases  

In an effort to evaluate the effect of the opposing bases to εA lesion recognition and 

catalytic activity, we determined the catalytic specificity (kcat/KM) of AAG on the 25mer εA-

containing DNA with A, T, G or C as the opposing bases. Due to the extremely high binding 

affinity of AAG towards its substrate DNA, kcat/KM values could not be determined at low salt 

concentrations. Plots of the initial rate constants of product formation as a function of DNA 

concentration are shown in Figure 4-1A, and the reactions on the 25εA•T substrate were used as 

an example. Reaction curves were fit by the Michaelis-Menten equation, unless they can be fit 

by linear regression. The measured kcat/KM values are plotted as a function of salt concentration 

in Figure 4-1B. All the kcat/KM values measured here showed similar salt concentration 

dependence, and all the linear fits (log-log scale) were approximately parallel to each other. 

These results demonstrate that AAG had the highest catalytic specificity on εA opposing C or T 
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under all the salt concentrations tested here. Placing A opposite εA reduced kcat/KM to some 

extent, while G opposite εA decreased the value even further. These large differences are not due 

to potential changes in the rate of N-glycosidic bond cleavage, because single-turnover 

experiments showed that kchem for N-glycosidic bond cleavage of the εA lesion was minimally 

affected by the opposing bases (Appendix Figure C-1).  

    A                                                                                  B 

 
Figure 4-1. Catalytic specificity kcat/KM of AAG is dependent on salt concentration. 

A. A representative kcat/KM measurement plot of AAG on 25εA•T substrate at 600-1000 mM Na+. The kcat/KM 
values were taken from the Michaelis-Menten fits or from the slopes of the linear fits. B. Catalytic specificity of 
AAG on its different substrates was measured under high salt conditions, and the continuous line represents a linear 
extrapolation assuming a linear relationship between log(kcat/KM) and log[Na+], according to the counterion 
condensation theory (25,26). At low salt conditions, the kcat/KM values can deviate from those predicted from the 
linear extrapolation as they reflect the association rate for binding of AAG to DNA. The lines are from a weighted 
linear regression analysis using the relative errors in the kcat/KM values. Values shown are mean ± S.D. (n=3). 
 

Catalytic specificity of AAG on εA opposing different bases can also be determined in 

direct competition assays (28), which were conducted over a wide range of salt concentrations. 

At low salt, AAG binding is essentially irreversible and the protein uses facilitated diffusion to 

search the target lesion site on a DNA molecule, and therefore the kcat/KM values simply reflect 

the association rate constant. At high salt, AAG binding is reversible and kcat/KM reflects both 

the binding and catalysis steps (27). Consistent with these theoretical analyses, the relative 

kcat/KM values were close to 1 for all the competing substrate pairs at low salt, while they showed 

different changes at high salt (Figure 4-2).  

We found that the relative kcat/KM values reached different plateaus at high salt 
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concentrations for different competing substrate pairs. To test if and how the length differences 

of the DNA molecules affect the competition results, we competed 19εA•T DNA against  

   A                                                                           B 

 
   C                                                                            D 

 
Figure 4-2. Relative catalytic specificity of AAG on εA is dependent on opposing bases. 

Direct competition measurements were performed with 2 nM AAG, 200 nM 19εA•T reference DNA and 200 nM 
25εA•C (A), 25εA•A (B), 25εA•G (C) or 25εA•T (D) DNA at a variety of salt concentrations. Curves fits were 
shown to guide the eye for changes of (kcat/KM)rel as a function of salt concentration. Linear regression was used for 
data points spanning (A) 100-200 mM Na+ (B) 50-400 mM Na+ and (C) 100-400 mM Na+. The rest of the data 
segments were fit with flat lines. In panel B average results and standard deviation of at least three independent 
measurements are shown, whereas panel A, C and D reflect single measurements. 
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25εA•T DNA. Results showed that AAG has slightly higher kcat/KM on the 25mer substrate, and 

this preference seems to be independent of the salt concentration (Figure 4-2D). Competition of 

19εA•T with 25εA•C demonstrated that εA•C is marginally preferred over εA•T (Figure 4-2A). 

In contrast, 19εA•T is preferred over 25εA•A by a factor of approximately 5-fold (Figure 4-2B). 

Most significantly, 19εA•T DNA is overwhelmingly preferred over 25εA•G. The exact fold of 

preference at high salt concentrations above 400 mM Na+ could not be determined accurately, 

but a conservative estimation put a lower limit of 20-fold (Figure 4-2C). The relative kcat/KM 

values at high salt are in good agreement with those calculated from the individually measured 

kcat/KM values in Figure 4-1.  

Activity Comparison of AAG on εA and Hx Lesions 

εA and Hx are two of the base lesions caused by damage to the adenine base (16,21), and 

they are both opposite with T in the natural context. Kinetic parameters have been measured on 

both substrates previously, revealing different strategies of lesion recognition and catalysis: tight 

binding and slow catalysis for εA (7,29) versus weak binding and fast catalysis for Hx (7,30). 

Despite of these extensive studies, it is still under dispute whether AAG prefers one lesion to the 

other or whether they are equally good. In this study, we use direct competition assays to 

compare the relative catalytic specificity of AAG on the two lesion sites.  

Direct competition of 25εA•T with 19Hx•T revealed a big preference for εA•T, while 

the exact fold of preference at high salt could not be determined accurately (Appendix Figure C-

2). Therefore, we used 25εA•A DNA as the bridging substrate to compete with 19εA•T (Figure 

4-2B) and 19Hx•T (Figure 4-3A) DNA individually and obtained the relative catalytic 

specificity of 19εA•T and 19Hx•T indirectly (Figure 4-3B). At low salt AAG has similar kcat/KM 

on both lesion sites, whereas at high salt εA is preferred over Hx by a factor of around 100-fold.  

Multiple Turnover Kinetics on Hybrid Substrates 

All the above measurements have the competing lesion sites on different DNA 

molecules, and we next investigated the preference for recognition and catalysis when the εA 

and Hx lesions are located on the same piece of DNA. The two lesion sites are located 25 bp 

apart on the 47mer hybrid substrate and the reaction scheme is illustrated in Figure 4-4A. Both 

lesion orientations (47EI and 47IE) were tested in case of position-specific biases, but for 

simplicity only one orientation (47EI) is shown in the scheme. Under multiple turnover 
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conditions, the concentration of the DNA substrate is in excess of AAG, and the reaction is 

initiated by first excising one lesion site through pathway 1 or 2. The removal of the first lesion 

site releases the corresponding product species and an accompanying intermediate species that 

can be further processed to product by removing the remaining lesion through pathway 3 and 5 

under processive conditions at low salt, or it can be released as an intermediate into the bulk 

solution through pathway 4 and 6 (Figure 4-4). Formation of each intermediate species is 

through one pathway, while generation of each product species can be achieved by two different 

pathways (Figure 4-4). The preference for the lesion sites can therefore be determined from 

production of these different species.  

  A                                                                           B 

 
Figure 4-3. εA•T is preferred over Hx•T at high salt. 

A. Direct competition measurements were performed with 2 nM AAG, 200 nM 25εA•A and 200 nM 19I•T DNA at 
a variety of salt concentrations. B. Relative kcat/KM of 19εA•T and 19I•T DNA calculated indirectly from panel A of 
this figure and Figure 4-2B as described in Materials and Methods.  

 

Under high salt conditions (300 mM Na+), searching is distributive (8,27) and the 

preference for the two lesion sites can be determined from the formation of the respective 

product species. Initial velocity of Prod-E was faster than Prod-I for around 15-fold and 30-fold 

for the EI (Figure 4-4B and C) and IE (data not shown) substrate respectively, indicating that 

AAG greatly favors the εA site to the Hx site. It has previously been demonstrated that the εA 

site is susceptible to a ring-opening reaction, which produces a lesion that can no longer be 
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recognized by AAG (31). Therefore, this measured preference for εA over Hx presents a lower 

limit for the difference, since some of the Prod-I species will be generated in the absence of the 

competing εA site on the same DNA molecule. This result is roughly consistent with the direct 

competition assay using two different DNA molecules (Figure 4-3B). 

                        A 

 
             B                                                        C 

 
Figure 4-4. Multiple-turnover assay on the hybrid substrate. 

A. Steady-state reaction scheme on the hybrid substrate. The substrates used here are duplex DNA, and only the 
lesion-containing strand is shown for clarity. The substrate DNA is labeled at 5’ and 3’ end with fluorescein. Two 
substrates differ only in the orientations of the lesion sites were tested, and only one substrate orientation is shown in 
the scheme for simplicity. The two lesion bases are 1, N6-ethenoadenine (E) and hypoxanthine/deoxyinosine (I). B. 
Representative denaturing PAGE of the steady-state assay performed with 200 nM 47EI substrate, 2 nM AAG at 
300 mM Na+. C. Reaction progress curves for products and intermediate for the reaction in panel B. The Int-E 
species was formed at the baseline level and did not show any time dependent changes, and was not plotted here. 
The slopes of the linear fits for Prod-E and Prod-I formation were at a ratio of 15:1. 
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When the salt concentration is decreased, facilitated diffusion enables a second excision 

on the intermediate species, and product can be generated from both primary excision of the 

substrate and secondary excision of the intermediate. As a result, the preference for a lesion site 

cannot be established in the steady-state assay at low salt, but can be distinguished using pre-

steady state analysis to monitor these steps individually. 

Transient Kinetic Analysis of Lesion Preference on Hybrid Substrates 

To gain a deeper insight into the preference for different lesion sites at low salt, we 

performed pre-steady state glycosylase experiments with the hybrid DNA substrates containing 

both the εA and Hx sites. Under burst conditions, with 10-fold excess of substrate over enzyme, 

the individual steps can be monitored to allow dissection of the sequence of multiple reactions. 

For these hybrid substrates, the formation and disappearance of the intermediate with a single 

lesion (εA or Hx) follow a branched, two-step irreversible pathway, in which the first step is base 

excision and the second step is either excision at the second lesion site or dissociation (Figure 4-

4A). This transient phase is followed by a steady state formation of the intermediate that is 

revealed via distributive action. 

  A                                                                            B 

 
Figure 4-5. Pre-steady state analysis on hybrid substrate. 

Burst experiments were performed with a 1:10 ratio of AAG to DNA substrate 47EI (A) or 47IE (B) at 50 mM Na+, 
and the concentration of each intermediate species was calculated from the fraction of the total fluorescence 
determined by denaturing PAGE. Reactions were performed in duplicate, and the mean ± S.D. is plotted. Lines 
indicate the fits according to the irreversible model as derived in reference (27), and the equation derivation is 
shown in Appendix Scheme C-1. Slightly preference of the 5’ site was observed for both substrates.  
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Under these conditions, AAG catalyzed the excision of different lesion sites with similar 

probability in the first catalytic turnover judging from their similar amplitudes (Figure 4-5). After 

the burst phase, however, the intermediate species retaining the εA site was quickly converted 

into product and extremely slow accumulation of the intermediate species was observed in the 

steady-state phase. In contrast, the intermediate species retaining the Hx site was only partially 

converted to the corresponding product and intermediate species was formed at a much faster 

rate in the steady-state phase (Figure 4-5). The Int-I was formed approximately 10-fold faster 

than the Int-E species from both hybrid substrates, and this preference for the εA site is likely to 

be a lower limit due to the presence of the damaged εA sites (8). This result suggests that εA and 

Hx are removed with similar efficiency during initial encounter at low salt, while subsequent 

excision of the εA lesion is much preferred over excision of the Hx lesion. 

Direct Competition Assay with Excess DNA 

The above measurements clearly show that AAG distinguishes εA opposite different 

bases best at high salt concentrations. This salt dependence raises the question as to how the 

direct competition results obtained at high salt are related to the physiological condition in cells, 

whose ionic strength is generally accepted to be around 150 mM (32,33). Considering that rare 

lesion sites are buried in a sea of nonspecific DNA in the genome for the enzyme to locate, we 

performed direct competition assays with excess nonspecific DNA in the reaction system to  

 
Figure 4-6. Nonspecific DNA has similar effect on relative catalytic specificity to salt. 

Direct competition measurements were conducted with 2 nM AAG, 200 nM 19εA•T and 200 nM 25εA•A DNA at 
150 mM Na+. Excess 25A•T oligo DNA at 0-20 µM was added into the reaction, and linear increase in (kcat/KM)rel 
was observed. The measurement was performed once. 
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mimic the cellular environment. Competition assays were conducted using 19εA•T and 25εA•A 

DNA at 150 mM Na+ and results are shown in Figure 4-6. In the absence of nonspecific DNA, 

AAG shows very little preference for the εA•T site; however, with the addition of nonspecific 

DNA in the reaction, AAG exhibits a greater preference for the εA•T site. The relative catalytic 

specificity of 19εA•T versus 25εA•A is linearly dependent on the concentration of the 

nonspecific DNA up to 20 µM. At 20 µM nonspecific DNA, AAG has a preference for 19εA•T 

over 25εA•A for ~4-fold, very close to the maximal preference of ~5-fold at high salt 

concentrations. Therefore, excess DNA has similar effect as salt in greater discrimination of 

different sites, which may better reflect the reaction situation in vivo. 

 

DISCUSSION 

AAG catalyzes the excision of a wide range of modified bases, among them 

hypoxanthine (Hx) and 1,N6-ethenoadenine (εA). In mammalian cells, excision of Hx and εA by 

AAG and subsequent processing by downstream BER enzymes is the predominant pathway for 

the repair of these base lesions (1,2). In this study, we used different kinetic assays to compare 

the catalytic specificity of AAG on εA opposing different bases and between the εA and the Hx 

lesion. Direct measurement of kcat/KM (Figure 4-1) and competition assay of two substrates of εA 

opposing different bases (Figure 4-2) gave essentially the same results, while the competition 

assay is less tedious and more reproducible as competing substrates are assayed in the same 

reactions. We found that the relative activity of AAG on different substrates was dependent on 

the salt concentration. At low salt, all substrates were removed with similar kcat/KM values in 

direct competition assays; at high salt, maximal discrimination in kcat/KM for different substrates 

was realized (Figure 4-2). The lack of substrate discrimination at low salt can be ascribed to 

facilitated diffusion. Facilitated diffusion is so efficient at very low salt that almost every 

nonspecific encounter with the DNA molecule results in binding of the specific target site (i.e., 

irreversible binding) and excision of the lesion base. As the salt concentration increases, 

searching and excision efficiency decrease continually, and the preference for certain lesion sites 

can start to be revealed. At very high salt concentrations when searching is all distributive, the 

discrimination for different lesion substrates is maximized.  

Although the maximal discrimination for substrates on different DNA molecules was 
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observed only at high salt concentrations, we showed in a modified direct competition assay that 

AAG is capable of discriminating between different substrate lesions at physiological salt 

concentrations when nonspecific DNA is present (Figure 4-6). This change in relative kcat/KM is 

consistent with the model that AAG is capable of intersegmental transfer from one DNA 

molecule to another in a DNA concentration dependent manner. In the human nucleus, the 

accessible DNA base pair concentration is estimated to be approximately 10 mM, therefore we 

expect that the in vivo discrimination will be similar to the maximal discrimination that was 

observed at high salt in the in vitro assays. 

Previous studies show that εA has great mutagenic potential in cultured mammalian cells 

(19), even more so than 8-oxodeoxyguanosine, which induces G to T transversions in HeLa cells 

(34). The presence of εA primarily undergoes A to G transition in simian kidney cells (20), and 

A to T, A to G and A to C mutations in human cells, especially A to T transversions (19). 

Consistent with this, these mutations were also observed in the rat p53 gene in one 

tumorigenicity study with vinyl chloride (35). Therefore, kinetic characterization of AAG on the 

εA lesion opposite to different bases may shed light on the contribution of this repair pathway to 

the mutagenic profiles. In this study, the catalytic specificity of AAG on εA opposite to different 

bases was shown to be εA•C ≈ εA•T > εA•A > εA•G, with approximately two orders of 

magnitude differences between the best and worst substrates (Figure 4-1 and 4-2). The εA lesion 

formed by spontaneous damage is paired with T in the natural context, and the observed high 

activity of AAG on the εA•T site suggests that the enzyme is likely to repair these lesion sites to 

the correct base prior to DNA replication. If εA is not repaired, DNA replication can result in the 

incorporation of C, G or A to form different εA pairs. Our current study shows that AAG also 

removes εA from the εA•C pair very efficiently, and this would lead to A to G transition after the 

base excision repair pathway is completed. The observed lower activity on the εA•A pair by 

AAG makes it unlikely that AAG would be responsible for the A to T transversions. However, 

direct repair of εA by the human dioxygenase ABH2 or ABH3 could result in the A to T 

transversion (36), or it could simply occur after a second round of DNA replication. Therefore, it 

is possible that AAG is at least partially responsible for the observed mutational pattern of εA in 

human cells due to preferential excision of some of the mismatched lesion sites.  
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AAG does not appear to make specific contacts with the base opposite to the cognate 

lesion site (37), and therefore the relationship between base-pair stability and kcat/KM for 

different mismatches can be examined. A previous study using the Hx lesion opposing different 

bases suggests that the stability of base pairing affects the catalytic specificity on the substrate 

(23). εA has an exocyclic adduct, which prevents it from forming Watson-Crick base pairs with 

the opposing base; nonetheless, the εA lesion can still form Hoogsteen base pair with G (38-40). 

Indeed, a previous thermodynamic characterization demonstrated that the stability of εA pairs 

shows the trend G > A > T ≈ C (29). In this study, we found an inverse correlation between 

duplex stability and catalytic specificity, which is consistent with previous results on the Hx 

lesion (23). The kcat/KM values are smaller when εA is opposing with A and G than with C and T, 

suggesting that εA is in a more stable context when opposite to purines than with pyrimidines.  

Studies have shown that many DNA repair enzymes use facilitated diffusion via 

electrostatic interactions to search for target sites, therefore these findings made above on AAG 

may extend to other repair enzymes. This study demonstrates that measurements made under low 

salt conditions underestimate the differences in the kcat/KM values of the enzyme on its different 

substrates. In order to get maximal discrimination for different substrates, assays should be 

performed using high salt concentrations or including competitor DNA in the assay system. 

Furthermore, it is shown in this study that direct competition assays can be a valuable tool to 

quantify catalytic specificity. 
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Appendix C 
Additional information to support Chapter 4 

 

 
Figure C-1. Oligonucleotide sequences used for catalytic specificity measurements. 

The target lesion sites are shown in bold and asterisk indicates the position of the fluorescein label.  
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Figure C-2. Single-turnover excision rate constants of εA opposing different bases are all 

comparable. 
A. Single-turnover measurement of AAG on εA lesion opposite different bases. At least two enzyme 
concentrations in excess of the DNA substrates were used for the measurements. The measured data points 
were fit by single exponential. B. A plot of the calculated kchem values from panel A. AAG has kchem values 
ranging from 0.25 ± 0.02 min-1 on 25εA•T to 0.34 ± 0.03 min-1 on 25εA•A substrates. Therefore, AAG 
excises the εA lesion opposing different bases with very similar single-turnover rate constants. All the data 
points and kchem results were calculated from triplicate measurements and the average values and standard 
deviation are shown. 
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Figure C-3. Direct competition of εA•T and Hx•T DNA. 

Direct competition assay of 25εA•T and 19Hx•T was performed with 200 nM DNA substrate (each), 4 nM 
AAG at 100-250 mM Na+. Reactions were performed in duplicate, and the mean ± S.D. is plotted. 
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Chapter 5 

Contributions of Positively Charged DNA Binding Residues to Searching and 
Catalysis by Human Alkyladenine DNA Glycosylase   

Many metabolic enzymes with enormous catalytic power are thought to have evolved by 

optimizing kcat/KM (1-3), which is an apparent second order rate constant for the reaction of free 

enzyme and free substrate, and it has been generally accepted that the in vivo activity of a 

metabolic enzyme is dependent on its catalytic specificity. This seems to be true for most 

cytoplasmic enzymes when the encounter of the free enzyme and free substrate in the three-

dimensional space is controlled by the diffusion limit (4,5). Rhomboid proteases, a family of 

intramembrane proteases restrained to the water-excluding, two-dimensional membrane 

environment to interact with their substrates and catalyze the proteolytic cleavage, have recently 

been shown to be governed by kcat but not by substrate binding affinity (6). This raises the 

question of whether the reduction in dimension may contribute to the observed difference. DNA 

as a polyanionic macromolecule has distinct properties from regular small molecule substrates, 

and proteins that interact with specific DNA sites bind also nonspecifically to noncognate sites 

with appreciable affinity. Indeed, most of the DNA-interacting proteins that are not bound at 

their target sites in vivo can be found bound to nonspecific sites (7).Nonspecific DNA binding 

can be used to enable a more efficient search for specific sites via processes collectively referred 

to as facilitated diffusion (8). As an important intermediate step in the process of cognate site 

recognition and binding, nonspecific interactions can therefore play an important role in the 

physiological functions of the protein.  
Previous studies using E. coli as a model organism suggested that the searching 

efficiency of an enzyme on its substrate DNA correlates with its in vivo cell function (9,10). In 

the prokaryotic E. coli cells, DNA exists as a naked molecule in the form of a circular 

chromosome, and all sites are freely accessible to a searching protein. In contrast, DNA 

molecules in eukaryotic cells are organized into nucleosomes and structures of higher complexity 

with various nucleoproteins, and the accessibility of specific sites on the chromosome to an 
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enzyme can be greatly limited. Indeed, it has been reported that many DNA-interacting enzymes, 

such as excision nucleases and DNA glycosylases, showed different levels of decrease in activity 

on the nucleosomal substrates (11,12). Therefore, these results raise the question whether kinetic 

parameters measured in vitro using naked DNA substrates still correlate with the in vivo function 

of a DNA-interacting enzyme in the eukaryotic nucleus. 

Human alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) initiates the base lesion repair pathway, 

and it is the only DNA glycosylase in human cells to remove alkylated purine bases, such as 1, 

N6-ethenoadenine (εA), 3-methyladenine and 7-methylguanine (13-16). Previous studies show 

that AAG searches for its target lesion sites on DNA via facilitated diffusion (17,18). The crystal 

structure of AAG in complex with its substrate DNA has been solved, revealing a positively 

charged binding interface and a backbone bending angle of 22° across the central eight base pairs 

(19,20). However, it is not clear whether the protein uses the same binding interface for 

nonspecific DNA binding and searching, as studies have revealed that specific binding is often 

coupled with extensive conformational changes in both protein and DNA (3,21,22).  

In this study, we use the well-characterized AAG to test whether it uses the same 

electrostatic patch for specific and specific interactions, and if kcat, kcat/KM or searching 

efficiency is correlated with its in vivo function in yeast cells. To this end, we constructed and 

purified wild type and mutant AAG, and extensively characterized these proteins using kinetic 

assays, including single-turnover, multiple-turnover and processivity measurements. The same 

proteins were subsequently introduced into a functional complementation assay system in the 

yeast cell, and the ability of these proteins to protect the yeast cells from the cytotoxic effects of 

an alkylating agent was measured. Our results show that kcat/KM and searching efficiency are 

positively correlated, and that both parameters correlate with yeast cell survival, suggesting that 

the ability of AAG to capture lesions is important for survival under conditions of exogenous 

DNA damaging agents. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Proteins  

Full-length human AAG was cloned into the pET SUMO expression vector (Invitrogen) 

between the N-terminal BamHI and C-terminal XhoI site, encoding an N-terminal 6× His-Smt3 

fusion protein that can be cleaved with the SUMO protease ULP1. All the AAG mutants were 
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constructed using site-directed mutagenesis from the wild type AAG plasmid, and their 

sequences were confirmed by DNA sequencing. All the AAG fusion proteins were expressed 

in E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) pRare2 cells using autoinduction media (23). Typically, cells were 

grown at 37 °C until they reached an optical density of 0.5-1.0 at 600 nm. Cultures were then 

transferred to a 16-25 °C shaker, and proteins were expressed for 16-24 hours with final OD600 

values at 15~25 before cells were harvested and frozen at -80 °C. Cell pellets were suspended in 

lysis buffer (25 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 250 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) Glycerol, 0.1% NP-

40) and disrupted by a high pressure homogenizer (EmulsiFlex, Avestin). Cell lysates were 

slowly precipitated with polyethylenimine to remove nucleic acids, and AAG proteins were 

purified by metal affinity chromatography using a His tag that was subsequently cleaved with the 

SUMO protease ULP1 to produce full-length AAG with an N-terminal serine in place of the 

initiator methionine of the native protein. Subsequent ion exchange chromatography (HiTrap SP, 

GE Healthcare) and gel filtration (Superdex 200, GE Healthcare) or dialysis (MWCO 12,000-

14,000, Fisherbrand) yielded proteins that were homogeneous as judged by SDS-PAGE with 

Coomassie staining.  

The active concentrations of the AAG variants were determined by burst analysis as 

described previously (17), and the enzyme concentrations used in the experiments described here 

all refer to the corrected active concentrations.  

Oligonucleotides 

DNA substrates were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies or the Keck Center at 

Yale University and purified by denaturing PAGE as previously described (17). Oligo 

concentrations were determined from the absorbance at 260 nm using the calculated extinction 

coefficients. For 5’ or dual fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotides we assessed the labeling 

efficiency by comparing the absorbance at 260 nm with that at 495 nm. DNA duplexes were 

annealed at 1:1 ratio of the lesion containing fluorescein-labeled strand and the complement for 

the kcat/KM assay and 1:2 for the rest. The sequences of the DNA oligonucleotides used in this 

study are listed in Appendix Figure D-1. 

Glycosylase Activity Assays  

Reactions were carried out at 37 °C in a buffer system consisted of 50 mM NaMES pH 

6.1, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and varying concentrations 

of NaCl to obtain the desired ionic strength. Reactions were initiated by the addition of enzyme 
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to a final reaction volume of 20-60 µL. Aliquots were withdrawn at various times and quenched 

with NaOH (0.2 M final concentration). Samples were heated at 70 oC for 15 min, loading buffer 

consisting of 10 mM EDTA and 98% formamide was added, and the DNA species were resolved 

on 14% (w/v) denaturing polyacrylamide gels with 8 M urea. Gels were scanned with a Typhoon 

Trio+ fluorescence imager (GE Healthcare), and fluorescein signal was detected using excitation 

wavelength at 532 nm and emission with a 520BP40 filter. The resulting fluorescence signal was 

quantified with ImageQuant TL and corrected for background signal. The intensity of each DNA 

band was converted into a fraction of the total DNA by dividing its intensity by the sum of the 

intensities for all of the DNA species in the reaction.  

Single-turnover Kinetics  

The single-turnover assay was performed on the εA-containing 25mer DNA substrate as 

previously described (24-26). The concentration of AAG was varied in excess over the DNA 

substrates (100 nM) to ensure single-turnover conditions. In all cases the reactions followed 

single exponential kinetics F = A(1-exp(-kt)), in which A is the reaction amplitude and k is the 

observed single-turnover rate constant. 

Multiple-turnover Processivity Assay  

The multiple-turnover assay was performed on the previously characterized processivity 

substrate with 100-fold excess of substrate (200 nM) over enzyme (2 nM) as described (17,18). 

The initial rates for intermediate (Vint) and product formation (Vprod) were determined from linear 

fits of the first 15% reactions. In all cases, the two products and two intermediates were formed 

at identical rates, indicating that AAG encounters either lesion with equal probability. The 

fraction processive values were calculated by FP,obs = (Vint -Vprod)/(Vint + Vprod) and corrected for 

the small amount of ring-opened εA as described previously by FP = (FP,obs - 0.05)/(0.92 - 0.05) 

(18).  

Catalytic Specificity Measurement  

Catalytic specificity kcat/KM was measured on the εA-containing 25-mer DNA substrate. 

We used high salt concentration at 1 M Na+ in the reaction to eliminate the contribution of 

facilitated diffusion so that potential differences in kcat/KM among these AAG mutants can be 

revealed. Under these reaction conditions, the Michaelis constant KM was at µM level even for 

the wild type enzyme. Therefore, DNA substrate concentrations at 25-300 nM were used for all 

AAG variants with fixed enzyme concentration at 2 or 3 nM, except for R197S. 1000-4000 nM 
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DNA and 40 nM enzyme were used for R197S due to its extremely low reaction rates and much 

weakened substrate binding affinity. The kcat/KM values were calculated from the slopes of the 

linear fits. 

Yeast Survival Assay 

pYES2-N169S AAG plasmid was a kind gift from Dr. Michael Wyatt (University of 

South Carolina) (27), and all the AAG wild type and mutants were constructed by site-directed 

mutagenesis using this plasmid. The BY4741-Mag1Δ yeast strain (MATa his3∆0 leu2∆0 

met15∆0 ura3∆0 mag1::KanMX), which is highly sensitive to alkylating agent treatment (28), 

was a kind gift from Dr. Dave Engelke (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor). Single colonies 

from re-streaked plates following plasmid transformation were inoculated into 5 mL SD-URA 

drop-out broth containing glucose or raffinose as the only carbon source for 3 days until yeast 

growth reached saturation. The saturated cell cultures were then inoculated into 25 mL fresh SD-

URA drop-out broth containing glucose (from the glucose culture) or galactose (from the 

raffinose culture) with a starting OD600 of 0.05. Cells were grown for ~12 hours and reached an 

OD600 of ~1 before they were collected for the MMS sensitivity assay and the measurement of 

the AAG expression level (see the section below). Samples were incubated at room temperature 

on bench with slow rotation (LabQuake®, Thermo Scientific) with or without 0.3% (v/v) MMS 

for 1 hr, and they were then immediately diluted and plated on YPD rich media (Figure 5-6A). 

Plates were incubated at 30 oC for 2-3 days before colonies were scored. Efforts were made to 

have 20-300 colonies per plate for accurate counting. Survival rates were calculated by dividing 

the number of colonies after MMS treatment by the total number of colonies in the control 

samples without MMS treatment. 

AAG Concentration Determination in Yeast Cells  

Yeast cells used for the AAG expression level measurement were from the same cultures 

as used for the yeast survival assay. Cells were split at OD600 of ~1 after overnight cultivation, 

and 1 mL of the cell cultures was used for the MMS survival assay and the rest were harvested 

by centrifugation and stored at -80 oC. Cell pellets were resuspended with 50 µL disruption 

buffer for the glucose cultures and 150 µL buffer for the galactose cultures. The cell suspensions 

were mixed with equal volumes of ice-cold glass beads (acid washed 425-600 µm, Sigma-

Aldrich) and disrupted at 6.5 m/s using MP FastPrep®-24 (MP Bio) for 1 min to make yeast 

whole cell extract. Cell lysates were centrifuged at 13.2k rpm for 60 min to remove cell debris 
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and pellets, and the supernatants were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and kept at -80 oC for the 

glycosylase assays.  

The prepared yeast whole cell extracts were assayed for AAG glycosylase activity using 

the 25Hx-bulge DNA (Appendix Figure D-1) as the substrate at 250 mM Na+ under the standard 

glycosylase activity assay condition, except that 3 mM EDTA was used to eliminate unwanted 

nonspecific DNA degradation. As an internal quality control of the cell extract preparation 

protocol, all the extracts were also assayed on the 25U•G DNA substrate (Appendix Figure D-1) 

for their intrinsic yeast uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) activity under the same reaction 

conditions. Concentrations of the AAG variants in the yeast cells were calculated using the 

measured activity divided by the measured rate constants using the recombinant AAG variants 

under the same reaction conditions (Appendix Table D-1). 

 

RESULTS 

Glycosylase Activity and Searching Efficiency of AAG Mutants Towards εA DNA  

To examine the contribution of the positively charged binding interface in the εA DNA-

AAG crystal structure to nonspecific binding and searching, we individually mutated three lysine 

and five arginine residues at the DNA binding interface into serine or methionine residues 

(Figure 5-1A). Four of the amino acids, R141, R182, R197 and K229, interact directly with the 

DNA backbone via hydrogen bonds and salt bridges (Figure 5-1A, blue residues), while the other 

residues (R138, R145, K210 and K220) are further away from the DNA backbone, and interact 

with the molecule indirectly (Figure 5-1A, red residues) (19,20). R182, R197 and K220 interact 

with the lesion-containing DNA strand in the structure, while the rest of the residues interact 

with the opposing strand. These positively charged residues spread evenly throughout the whole 

binding interface, with four residues located upstream of the lesion (R138, R141, R145 and 

K229) and the remaining four downstream of the site. The electron density of the side chain of 

K210 was not observed in the crystal diffraction data (20), and an alanine residue was modeled 

in the structure as a result. All of these positively charged residues are conserved throughout 

evolution in mammalian species, if not in all organisms (Table 5-1). We sought minimally 

perturbing mutations that would remove the positive charge without globally affecting AAG 

structure. Therefore, the choice of mutations were guided by the results of a random mutation 

assay by Loeb and co-workers, which identified AAG variants that could be tolerated through a 
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high-throughput selection of E. coli cell survival after methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) 

treatment (Table 5-1) (29).  

 

 
                                      

Figure 5-1. AAG mutants tested in this study. 
A. Cartoon representation of the AAG-εA DNA crystal structure (PDB: 1f4r), with the mutated residues shown in 
sticks (20). The lesion-containing strand of the DNA molecule is colored in cyan and the opposing strand is in green. 
The protein molecule is shown in grey. All the mutated residues are located at the protein-DNA binding interface, 
yet far away from the protein active site. Residues were colored differently based on their distances to the DNA 
backbone: residues colored in blue interact directly with the DNA molecule, while those in red do not make direct 
interactions. B. SDS-PAGE of the purified recombinant AAG variants. 

 

AAG expression plasmids were constructed and proteins were expressed and purified as 

described in Materials and Methods. All the AAG variants were purified to homogeneity as 

determined by SDS-PAGE with coomassie staining (Figure 5-1B). The active enzyme 

concentrations of the AAG variants were determined by active site titration as described 

previously (17), and all the following in vitro characterizations used the corrected protein 

concentrations (Appendix Figure D-2).  
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Table 5-1. Known AAG variants and mutations chosen for removal of  
positively charged residues at the DNA binding interface. 

Residue 
Natural Loeb Mut.  

Variation Mutant& Const. 

R138 R* W,S S 
R141 R/K L M 
R145 R H,C S 
R182 R none M 
R197 R S,C S 
K210 K* M,W,E M 
K220 K/R M,T M 
K229 K* M,T M 

                                        *In mammalian only 
                                        &Loeb L.A. and co-workers, PNAS (2004) 101:9205-9210 
 

To evaluate the glycosylase activity of the AAG variants, single-turnover activity was 

measured with the enzyme concentrations in excess over the DNA substrate. The single-turnover 

reaction includes all the steps following the formation of the initial AAG•DNA complex up to 

and including N-glycosidic bond cleavage (Figure 5-2A), and the measured single-turnover rate 

constants reflect the chemical catalysis step in this assay since the searching step is fast and 

efficient. The reaction time courses were fit by a single exponential equation (Figure 5-2B). As 

the mutated amino acids are all far away from the enzyme active site (Figure 5-1A) and most of 

the mutants were identified in the in vivo screening assay (29), it was expected that their 

glycosylase activities would be retained. Indeed, all the mutants have very similar single-

turnover rate constants to the wild type enzyme (Figure 5-2C). The wild type AAG showed a 

kmax of 0.22 min-1 in this assay (Figure 5-2C), consistent with the previously reported results 

(17,25). The R145S mutant and the K220M mutant had the lowest and highest kmax values at 0.14 

min-1 and 0.32 min-1 respectively, still well within 50% that of the wild type protein. These 

results demonstrate that the chemical step of N-glycosidic bond cleavage is not compromised by 

these mutations, indicating that the structure is not affected by the mutations. 
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                                   A 

 
   B                                                                            C 

 
Figure 5-2. All AAG mutants retain glycosylase activity on the substrate DNA. 

A. A minimal reaction scheme of AAG on its substrate DNA. The single-turnover assay monitors the chemical step. 
E•S denotes the nonspecific binding complex, while E•S’ is the specific complex. Because the finding step is much 
faster than the chemical step under the reaction condition used here, the measured single-turnover rate constant kmax 
is simply the chemical step of N-glycosidic bond cleavage. B. Single-turnover product formation as a function of 
time by the wild type and mutant AAG. Two concentrations of AAG (250 and 500 nM) were used for each variant 
and they gave identical reaction curves (50 nM 25εA•T substrate DNA), indicating that AAG is saturating under 
these conditions. The lines indicate the best fits to a single exponential. C. A summary bar graph of the single-
turnover rate constants of the AAG variants (mean ± S.D., n = 3). All the AAG mutants have very similar single-
turnover rate constants to the wild type. 
 

To more fully explore the impact of the individual mutations on εA catalysis, we 

measured the second order rate constant, kcat/KM, under multiple-turnover conditions. This 

parameter measures both binding and turnover. At low salt concentration the binding of AAG to 

its substrate is irreversible, and the protein uses facilitated diffusion to search every site on the 

DNA molecule. As a result, the kcat/KM values simply reflect the association rate constants. At 

high salt concentration, AAG binding is fully reversible, and catalytic specificity measurement 

includes all the steps in the enzymatic reaction from the binding of free enzyme and free 

E+S E•S E•S' E•P E+P
Kd Kfind kchem koff

kmax
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substrate up to and including the first irreversible step, which corresponds to N-glycosidic bond 

cleavage in this case (Figure 5-3A). Therefore, kcat/KM results were obtained by performing  

                                     A 

 
  B                                                                          C 

 
Figure 5-3. AAG mutants have different catalytic specificity values.  

A. The kcat/KM measurement monitors both the enzyme-substrate binding and the chemical catalysis step. B. Initial 
rate constants Vinit/[Enz] are plotted as a function of substrate concentration. Reactions were performed under 
multiple-turnover conditions, and the initial rate constants were calculated from the first 15% of reactions. Catalytic 
specificity values were calculated from the slopes of the linear fits. The inset shows the reaction of the R197S 
mutant for which higher substrate concentrations were used. C. A summary bar graph of the catalytic specificity of 
the AAG variants (mean ± S.D., n ≥ 3). The tested mutants show different degrees of decrease in kcat/KM compared 
to the wild type protein. 

 
multiple-turnover reactions at 1000 mM Na+ at substrate concentrations below the KM values, 

which are in the range of low µM to tens of µM for different AAG variants (data not shown). 

The initial rate constants are plotted as a function of substrate concentration in Figure 5-3B, and 

catalytic specificity values were calculated from the slopes of the linear fits. The wild type 

enzyme had a kcat/KM value of 3000 ± 400 M-1s-1, and different mutants showed varying degrees 

of decrease compared to the wild type enzyme (Figure 5-3C). Among these, two mutants R197S 

and K220M, both of which interact with the lesion-containing strand, had the most dramatic 

decreases in catalytic specificity at 30 ± 3 M-1s-1 and 360 ± 80 M-1s-1, which correspond to 100-

E+S E•S E•S' E•P E+P
Kd Kfind kchem koff

kcat/KM
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fold and 8-fold decreases compared to the wild type enzyme respectively. In contrast, R182M, 

which also interacts with the lesion-containing strand, only had a 2-fold decrease in kcat/KM 

compared to the wild type enzyme. All the mutants that interact with the opposing DNA strand 

showed kcat/KM values from no decrease to approximately 2-fold decreases compared to the wild 

type enzyme. 

Catalytic specificity as measured above reflects specific binding and catalysis of AAG 

towards its substrate DNA, while a processivity assay can provide information about the 

nonspecific binding and searching process. Therefore, we performed the multiple-turnover 

fraction processivity assay, which allows the translocation of AAG between two sites on a DNA 

molecule to be monitored by measuring the correlated cleavage events on a substrate DNA 

containing two sites of cognate damage (47εA2F2 DNA substrate) (Figure 5-4A). Consistent  

                                  A 

 
   B                                                                       C 

 
Figure 5-4. AAG mutants show decreased searching efficiency at physiological salt condition.  

A. A scheme of the processivity assay, which monitors the fraction of the correlated excision events of the two 
lesion sites on the same DNA molecule. B. AAG mutants show different degrees of searching deficiency compared 
to the wild type enzyme at 150 mM Na+. C. All AAG mutants are capable of efficient searching at low salt condition 
at 100 mM Na+. All reactions were performed at least in triplicate, and the average and standard deviation are shown. 
To be consistent with the previously published results, the FP values shown in here were normalized according to the 
previously derived equation (18). 
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with previous results, the wild type enzyme searches the model substrate very efficiently at 150 

mM Na+, and the fraction processivity value (FP) is close to unity (17,18). In contrast, all the 

AAG mutants showed decreased searching efficiency compared to the wild type enzyme. The 

R197S mutant had the most dramatic decrease in processivity (FP = 0.10), indicating that 

searching is almost completely distributive for this mutant (Figure 5-4B). Previous assays 

showed that processivity is mediated by electrostatic interactions and is salt concentration 

dependent (17). Therefore, we performed the processivity assay on all the AAG mutants at 

decreased salt to test if they are still capable of efficient searching. All the mutants had FP values 

close to the wild type protein (FP ~ 1) at 100 mM Na+, except for R182M and R197S, which 

showed a slight decrease in their fraction processive values at around 0.6 (Figure 5-4C). 

We noticed similar trends of changes in the two measured kinetic parameters kcat/KM and 

FP for the AAG mutants. Therefore, we plotted kcat/KM versus FP, and observed a positive linear 

correlation of the two parameters with a R2 value of 0.82 (Figure 5-5). The observed positive 

correlation between the catalytic specificity and the searching ability suggests that most 

electrostatic contacts at the DNA-AAG binding interface are important for both specific and 

nonspecific DNA binding. 

 
Figure 5-5. Searching efficiency correlates with catalytic specificity.  

Catalytic specificity kcat/KM and searching efficiency FP of AAG variants shows a positive correlation with a R2 
value of 0.82. The line is from a weighted linear regression analysis using the relative errors in the kcat/KM values. 
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AAG Mutants Protect Yeast Cells to Different Extents  

To test the in vivo function of the constructed AAG mutants, we performed functional 

complementation assays in the baker’s yeast S. cerevisiae. Previous studies show that yeast cells 

lacking Mag1, which is the counterpart of AAG in human cells, are highly sensitive to alkylating 

agents (28). As a control, we compared the sensitivity of Mag1 knockout BY4741 yeast cells and 

the parent cells to MMS treatment, and confirmed that the Mag1 deletion strain has dramatically 

decreased survival rates (data not shown). All the AAG variants characterized in the previous in 

vitro assays, together with a catalytically inactive mutant E125Q (20,30), were subcloned into 

the pYES2 plasmid vector under the control of the Gal promoter for the yeast functional 

complementation assay. Yeast cells expressing different AAG variants were harvested at log 

phase and treated with 0.3% (v/v) MMS or water as a control for 1 hr at room temperature 

(Figure 5-6A). Under the glucose repressive expression condition, yeast cells harboring wild type 

AAG showed ~10% survival compared to its no MMS treatment control, while those harboring 

the catalytically inactive mutant E125Q and empty pYES2 vector had less than 0.1% survival. 

This wide range of separation in survival rates between the wild type AAG and the negative 

controls makes it possible to distinguish the functional contributions of the different AAG 

mutants. Indeed, AAG mutants showed varying degrees of protection to their hosting yeast cells 

under this low expression condition (Figure 5-6B, black bars), and yeast cells expressing the 

R182M and R197S mutants had more than ten-fold lower survival rates than those expressing the 

wild type enzyme.  

Overexpression of these AAG mutants in the yeast cells is expected to compensate for 

their poor searching ability and restore their protection to the wild type AAG level. Therefore, 

we cultured the same yeast cells in galactose media, which induces the overexpression of the 

AAG variants. We observed elevated yeast survival rates to the wild type protein level for all the 

functional AAG mutants, except for R182M, which conferred approximately ten-fold less 

protection compared to other AAG constructs (discussed later) (Figure 5-6B, red bars). As 

expected, the galactose condition did not affect MMS sensitivity of the yeast cells, because the 

negative control strains that harbored empty vector or the inactive E125Q mutant showed the 

same cell survival in either glucose or galactose media. 
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Figure 5-6. Survival rates of yeast cells expressing different AAG variants upon MMS treatment. 

A. A scheme of the MMS liquid killing yeast survival assay. 0.3% (v/v) methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) was used 
to treat log phase yeast cells for 1 hour at room temperature. Survival rates were calculated by comparing the colony 
forming units of the MMS treated samples and the control samples. B. AAG variants protect yeast cells to different 
extents under glucose low expression level condition, and almost all of the functional mutants (except for R182S) 
were restored to the wild type AAG protection level when overexpressed in the galactose broth. E125Q is a 
catalytically inactive mutant of AAG, and it served as a negative control together with the empty pYES2 vector. All 
the results were calculated from at least three independent measurements, and the average and standard deviation are 
shown. 

 

An explicit assumption for the comparison of yeast survival rates among different AAG 

variants is that they all express at the same level in the yeast cells under the given growth 

condition. It is possible that point mutants would affect protein stability. Therefore, we used 

activity assays to quantify the expression level of these AAG proteins from the same log-phase 

cells as used for the survival assays. Cells were disrupted and whole cell extracts were prepared 

as described in Materials and Methods. Cell extracts were first assayed for their intrinsic UDG 

activity on a uracil-containing DNA, which showed that all the cell extracts were comparable to 

each other (Figure 5-7B). We then measured the AAG glycosylase activity in the cell extracts, 

and obtained the corresponding enzyme concentrations based on their calculated activity values 

using known concentrations of the recombinantly purified AAG mutants (Appendix Figure D-3). 

Most of the AAG variants, including the wild type protein and the majority of the active mutants 
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Figure 5-7. Almost all AAG variants were expressed at the same level in the yeast cells. 
A. The relative expression levels of AAG variants in yeast cells under glucose and galactose conditions. The AAG 
expression levels were normalized by dividing that of the wild type protein under glucose or galactose expression 
conditions. The expression level of the R197S mutant under the glucose condition could not be determined with 
accuracy due to its extremely low glycosylase activity. It can be postulated that this mutant was expressed at a 
similar level to the wild type enzyme from its overexpression level under the galactose condition. The expression 
level of R182M could not be determined under both conditions, and an upper limit was calculated based on the 
glycosylase activity of the purified recombinant enzyme on the model substrate. Reactions were performed in 
quadruplicate, and the average and standard deviation are shown. B. All the yeast cell extracts have similar UDG 
activity. To check for the preparation consistency of yeast cell extracts, the endogenous expressed nuclear protein 
yeast uracil DNA glycosylase was assayed on its substrate DNA 25U!G under the same reaction condition as 
described for the AAG glycosylase assay. The UDG levels were normalized by dividing that from the yeast cells 
expressing the wild type AAG. Reactions were performed in quadruplicate and duplicate under glucose and 
galactose conditions respectively, and the average and standard deviation are shown.   
 
have the same level of expression (Figure 5-7A; Appendix Table D-1). The expression level of 

the R197S mutant could not be determined with confidence under the glucose condition, as this 

mutant has ~100-fold decreased activity compared to the wild-type protein on the model 

substrate. However, it can be extrapolated from the galactose condition that the R197S mutant 

was most likely to be expressed at the same level as other variants. In contrast, the R182M 

mutant was below the detection limit even when it was overexpressed under the galactose 

condition. A conservative estimation of the expression upper limit of the R182M mutant is 1% of 

the wild type enzyme. This low expression level also explains the observed abnormality in the 

yeast survival rate compared to other functional mutants in galactose media. Due to its extremely 

low level of expression, the R182M mutant was omitted from the correlation of in vitro kinetic 
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parameters and in vivo functional outcomes. 

In vitro Catalytic Specificity and Processivity Correlate with in vivo Cell Survival  

To determine which of the in vitro kinetic parameters of the AAG mutants best predict 

the functional complementation results in vivo, we analyzed to what extent the kchem, kcat/KM and 

FP values were correlated to the yeast cell survival data. The plot of kchem versus survival rate did 

not show any clear correlation (Appendix Figure D-4). However, rough correlations of kcat/KM 

and FP values versus survival rate were observed, with the correlation coefficient R2 values at 

0.80 and 0.66, respectively (Figure 5-8). We conclude from this finding that the ability of AAG 

to capture lesions is important for cell survival. 

     A                                                                       B 

 
Figure 5-8. In vitro kinetic parameters are correlated with in vivo cell survival rates. 

A. Catalytic specificity kcat/KM of the AAG variants is positively correlated to the yeast survival rate with a R2 value 
of 0.80. B. The searching efficiency FP of the variants is positively correlated to the yeast survival rate with a R2 
value of 0.66. The lines are from weighted linear regression analyses using the relative errors in the percent survival. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Catalytic Specificity and Searching Efficiency are Correlated in vitro  

Previous studies have shown that AAG catalyzes the removal of εA lesions through 

nonspecific binding, initial recognition of the lesion site, base flipping and eventually lesion 

removal in the enzyme active site. The single-turnover assay reports kmax, which is equivalent to 

kchem*Kflip/(Kflip+1), in which the flipping equilibrium Kflip>>1 according to previous 

experiments, and kchem is thus equivalent to the observed kmax (24,26). The kchem value is 
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minimally affected by the mutations tested in this study, which is consistent with the observation 

that the mutated amino acids are all far away from the enzyme active site. In contrast, catalytic 

specificity measures both binding and catalysis. At the high salt concentration used for the assay, 

the measured kcat/KM values reflect specific binding of AAG to the lesion site and catalysis. The 

observed wide scattering of the catalytic specificity values for the AAG variants suggests that 

electrostatic interactions contribute to the stability of the specific binding complex. Searching 

efficiency is measured by the processivity assay, which monitors the interaction of AAG with 

nonspecific DNA sequences by correlated excision events. The different degrees of decreases in 

processivity observed for the AAG mutants demonstrate the involvement of these charged 

residues in nonspecific DNA binding and the searching process. 

Together, interactions of the positively charged residues with the DNA backbone 

contribute to specific and nonspecific DNA binding, but are not essential for chemical catalysis. 

The kcat/KM and FP values both decreased most dramatically in mutants that interact with the 

lesion-containing strand, while only mild decreases were seen for other mutants regardless of 

their distances to the protein active site or the DNA backbone. The linear correlation between 

kcat/KM and FP (Figure 5-5) suggests that nonspecific and specific AAG-DNA complex may take 

advantage of the same binding surface for interaction, and that the nonspecific complex may not 

undergo any significant conformational changes upon specific site recognition. 

AAG Expression in Yeast  

Most of the AAG mutants were expressed at the same level in yeast cells under the same 

cultivation conditions, with the exception of R182M, which may be due to misfolding or 

instability of this protein in the yeast cell. Consistent with this observation, no active mutations 

of the R182 residue were identified in the Loeb study (Table 5-1 and (29)). Under the glucose 

condition, the number of AAG molecules in the hosting yeast cell is estimated to be 10-20 when 

we assume a cell density of 2 × 107 cells/OD600 (calculated from the plating of control samples 

without MMS treatment) and a cell disruption efficiency of 90%; under galactose inducing 

condition, the average number increased 1000-2000 fold (Table D-1) to around 2 × 104 

molecules/cell. Considering that the size of the haploid yeast is ~12 Mbp, while the diploid 

human genome is ~6000 Mbp, the difference of their genome sizes is ~500 fold. To maintain the 

same ratio of protein to DNA, this level of AAG in the yeast cells under the low expression 

condition corresponds to (0.5-1) × 104 molecules per human cell. This is significantly below the 
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previous estimation of 2 × 105 AAG molecules/cell in cultured human fibroblasts (31). In 

contrast, the AAG level in the yeast cells under the overexpression condition, which corresponds 

to approximately 1 × 107 molecules per human cell, is significantly higher than that observed in 

cultured human fibroblasts. 

Yeast Survival Rates Under Different Conditions  

Although the expression level of AAG was increased 1000-2000 fold under the galactose 

inducing condition compared to the glucose repressive condition, the yeast survival rates after 

MMS treatment did not show significant increases for the wild type protein. There are several 

possible explanations to account for this observation. First, overexpression of AAG may break 

the balance with the downstream BER enzymes and oversaturate the repair pathway. Second, it 

is possible that the few copies of the wild type AAG in the yeast cell under the glucose condition 

is sufficient to handle its cognate lesion substrates, and more copies of AAG did not really help. 

Third, overexpression of AAG may result in the excision of innocuous normal bases, and this 

increased deleterious consequence offsets the beneficial effects. Similar observations to that 

presented above were made previously by Samson and co-workers, and similar interpretations 

were also suggested (28). 

In contrast to the varying degrees of protection conferred to yeast cells by different AAG 

variants under the glucose condition, the protections by most of these proteins under the 

galactose condition were very similar to one another. This result suggests that searching and 

binding are no longer rate limiting with excess AAG present in the yeast cells.  

Correlation of in vitro Kinetic Parameters and in vivo Function 

Previous studies by Dowd et al. suggested that mutants of T4 endonuclease V (also 

known as T4-pdg for pyrimidine dimer glycosylase) with diminished processivity had 

significantly reduced survival following UV challenge as measured by colony-forming ability of 

E. coli cells (9,32,33). In another study by Jeltsch et al., the authors observed a strong correlation 

between the ability of the restriction endonuclease EcoRV mutants to search DNA in vitro and to 

protect E. coli cells from phage infection in vivo, demonstrating the importance of linear 

diffusion for effective phage restriction (10,34). These two studies highlighted the important role 

of facilitated diffusion on the survival of prokaryotic cells. However, neither study considered 

whether kcat/KM was correlated with linear diffusion. 

In this study, we tested the relationship of the in vitro kinetic parameters and in vivo 
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survival of a DNA repair enzyme in the eukaryotic cell. We observed positive linear correlations 

of catalytic specificity and searching efficiency of AAG mutants on the model substrate to yeast 

cell survival rates under low protein expression level conditions, which may not necessarily be 

the case due to the organizational complexity of the eukaryotic nucleus and the coordination of 

the rest of the BER pathway. For example, it has been reported that UNG has different degrees 

of decreases in activity towards its nucleosomal substrates depending on their specific positions 

in the nucleosome (11,35). The positive linear correlation of catalytic specificity and searching 

efficiency of the AAG mutants with their protection against MMS killing under the glucose 

condition suggests that the target site in the genome is accessible to the repair protein. The 

correlations observed here are also consistent with the previous results that AAG can hop over 

protein roadblocks and search protein-bound DNA molecules efficiently (18). 
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Appendix D 

Additional information to support Chapter 5 

 

 

Figure D-1. Sequence of oligonucleotides that were used in this study.  
The lesion-containing strands had 5’ or 5’ and 3’-fluorescein attached by a 6-aminohexyl linker (Fam). Different 
substrates oligos were used in different assays. 25I•T was used in the active site titration measurement for active 
concentration determination of the purified AAG variants. 25εA•T was used in the single-turnover and multiple-
turnover assays for kchem and kcat/KM measurements. 25I-bulge was used to determine the active concentrations of 
the plasmid expressed AAG variants in yeast cell extracts. 25U•G was used to compare the relative concentrations 
of the yeast UDG enzyme in different yeast cell extracts. 47εA2F2 was used in the processivity assay to determine 
the searching efficiency of the recombinantly expressed AAG variants. 
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Figure D-2. Active site titration of the purified AAG variants. 

A. Excision the Hx base from the 25I•T substrate DNA shows burst kinetics at low salt condition, and as a result we 
were able to quantify the amount of active enzyme by extrapolating the steady-state rate back to the origin. The 
results for the different AAG variants are shown. The concentration of the DNA substrate was 1 µM and the 
concentration of the AAG variants were 200 nM as determined from absorbance at 280 nm. Reactions were 
performed in triplicate, and the average and standard deviation are shown (mean ± S.D., n = 3). Reactions were also 
performed using 100 nM AAG variants and gave around half the burst phases compared to their counterpart 200 nM 
reactions. Those data were not shown here for the sake of clarity. The R197S mutant did not show burst kinetics due 
to weakened product inhibition, and its concentration was determined by comparing kchem from the single-turnover 
reaction and Vinit/[Enz] from the multiple-turnover reaction under conditions where the same chemical step was 
monitored. NEC denotes the no enzyme control reaction, which shows the nonenzymatic baseline level of product 
formation at approximately 1% of the substrate. The calculated active enzyme concentrations were corrected by this 
baseline level of product formation. B. Bar graph summary of the active percentage of the purified AAG variants 
(mean ± S.D., n ≥ 3). Most of the variants have active enzyme concentrations close to those determined by A280, 
except for R182M. The corrected active concentrations of the variants were used throughout the study. 
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Figure D-3. Activity based AAG expression level determination in yeast whole cell extracts.  

To test if glycosylase assay on the 25I-bulge substrate DNA can be used to determine the expression level of AAG 
variants in the yeast cells, 0, 10 and 20 pM of the purified recombinant AAG variants (rAAG) were assayed with 
(black circle) and without (magenta circle) their corresponding yeast cell extracts. The glycosylase activity with the 
yeast cell extract alone was used as 1 (the reference value) for each variant, and all other reactions were normalized 
to that level. Results shown are from the wt, R145S, K210M and K229M reactions (one measurement for each 
sample), and the average and standard deviation are shown. The activity dependence on the added recombinant 
AAG concentration (the slopes of the linear fits) is the same in the presence and absence of yeast cell extracts, 
suggesting that the AAG expression level can be calculated reliably from the activity based assay.  
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!
Figure D-4. Yeast cell survival versus glycosylase activity kchem.  

The yeast survival rate shows no obvious correlation with kchem from the single-turnover assay of the different AAG 
variants. 
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Table D-1. AAG expression level in yeast cell extracts 

All the reactions were performed at 37 °C, 50 mM sodium acetate pH 6.1, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 3 mM EDTA, 0.1 
mg/ml bovine serum albumin, and 250 mM ionic strength adjusted with NaCl. The 25I-bulge DNA substrate was 
used in all the measurements. Values in parentheses are reference values (i.e., other values normalized to this level). 

AAG 
Vinit/[Enz], 

min-1 a 

                   Glucose Condition        Galactose Condition 

Vinit, nM/Hrb [AAG], pMc [AAG]rel
d  Vinit, nM/minb [AAG], nMc [AAG]rel

d 

WT 2.77 ± 0.52 21 ± 5 125 ± 36 (1) ± 0.41   138 ± 8 50 ± 10 (1) ± 0.28 
R138S 1.13 ± 0.06 10 ± 2 149 ± 33 1.19 ± 0.43  55 ± 8 49 ± 8 0.98 ± 0.24 
R141M 0.37 ± 0.06 2.2 ± 1.2 97 ± 53 0.77 ± 0.48  12 ± 1 33 ± 6 0.66 ± 0.18 
R145S 1.60 ± 0.17 13 ± 8 132 ± 85 1.05 ± 0.74  52 ± 22 33 ± 15 0.66 ± 0.32 
R182M 0.51 ± 0.06 

 
N/A 

 
 

 
N/A  

R197S 0.03 ± 0.00 
 

N/A   0.85 ± 0.04 33 ± 2 0.67 ± 0.14 
K210M 1.96 ± 0.25 9.9 ± 1.6 84 ± 17 0.67 ± 0.24  58 ± 5 29 ± 4 0.59 ± 0.15 
K220M 0.24 ± 0.07 1.2 ± 0.5 80 ± 39 0.64 ± 0.36  8 ± 1 34 ± 10 0.69 ± 0.24 
K229M 1.10 ± 0.17 6.9 ± 1.3 104 ± 26 0.83 ± 0.32   34 ± 11 31 ± 11 0.62 ± 0.26 

 

aVinit/[Enz] values were measured using known concentrations of the purified AAG variants. 
bVinit values were measured by using yeast cell extracts prepared from cells under the glucose or galactose growth 
condition (see Materials and Methods for cell extract preparation). The reported values shown in the table reflect the 
final results after taking into consideration of sample dilution in the glycosylase reaction system. Different units are 
used for the Vinit values under the two different growth conditions out of convenience.  
cThe enzyme concentrations in yeast cell extracts under glucose and galactose growth conditions were calculated 
using Vinit values of the yeast cell extracts and Vinit/[Enz] values of the recombinant proteins. Different units are used 
for the two growth conditions out of convenience. The yeast cells cultivated under different growth conditions were 
resuspended with different volumes of the disruption buffer, and these cell extracts were therefore diluted to 
different extents from the initial cell pellets (see Materials and Methods). When all the factors were taken into 
consideration, the expression level of the AAG mutants under the galactose condition could be calculated as 
1000~2000-fold that of the glucose condition. 
dThe relative AAG concentrations were normalized based on the expression level of the wild type AAG under their 
respective growth condition. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Directions 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this work presented in this thesis was to advance our understanding of the 

specificity and searching mechanism of AAG for its target lesion bases and how these processes 

contribute to the in vivo function of the enzyme. My work identified the use of intersegmental 

transfer for efficient global searching of AAG, measured the excision efficiency and kcat/KM 

values of AAG on its different substrates, and highlighted the significance of efficient lesion 

capture for the in vivo function of the protein. This work emphasizes the electrostatic nature of 

the AAG-DNA interaction, and demonstrates how nonspecific and specific AAG-DNA binding 

contribute to in vitro and in vivo AAG function. 

AAG is Capable of Intersegmental Transfer 

AAG has been shown to search for the target lesion sites via facilitated diffusion (1), 

which appears to be very rapid and is characterized by frequent hops (2). However, hopping is 

not efficient in covering long distances of DNA as it is a thermo-driven process and has no 

directional bias (3). Therefore, a hopping-only protein may be trapped in a local region without 

sampling other regions of the DNA. My work established that AAG uses intersegmental transfer 

to balance local searching with global searching. The extrapolated rate of intersegmental transfer 

that is expected at the concentration of DNA in the nucleus is on the same order of magnitude 

with that of intramolecular hopping. As AAG does not appear to be capable of forming a 

bridging interaction between two DNA sites, our data suggest that intersegmental transfer can be 

achieved by microscopic dissociation and rapid capture by a new DNA strand during a transient 

encounter. These results have shown, for the first time, that an enzyme that initiates the base 

excision DNA repair pathway uses intersegmental transfer to search DNA. Furthermore, this 

finding has great implications for the use of intersegmental transfer as a common searching 

mechanism by other DNA-interacting proteins.  
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Excision Efficiency and Transfer Probability are Salt Dependent 

The processivity assay measures correlated cleavage events of different target sites by an 

enzyme on a DNA molecule. The apparent parameter fraction processive from the assay includes 

two terms: transfer probability between two target sites and excision efficiency upon target 

binding. Separation of the two terms from fraction processive is needed for a better 

understanding of both parameters. My work showed that excision efficiency of AAG on its 

substrate DNA is dependent on reaction conditions, and it decreases as the salt concentration is 

increased. The excision efficiency measurement at low salt showed a dependence on the chase 

concentration, providing evidence for intersegmental transfer between the substrate and chase 

DNA species. The determination of transfer probability from the measured fraction processive 

and excision efficiency values enables a direct comparison of the searching ability of AAG with 

that of other enzymes. 

kcat/KM of Lesion Excision by AAG is Salt Dependent 

AAG has a broad substrate range, and it removes alkylated and deaminated purines such 

as εA and Hx (4,5). The activity of AAG on its different substrates has been measured, but it is 

not clear which is the preferred substrate and whether and how the preference is dependent on 

the reaction condition. The εA lesion opposing different bases and the Hx lesion opposing T 

were used for the measurements. My work demonstrated that εA is a better substrate than Hx 

when both are opposing T, and that AAG removes εA opposing different bases with different 

kcat/KM. Salt dependence studies revealed that the biggest discrimination was seen at high salt. 

Addition of excess competitor DNA in the direct competition assay for the measurement of the 

relative kcat/KM of two competing lesion sites at low salt concentration had similar effect as the 

increase in salt concentration in allowing for better discrimination of the competing lesion bases. 

These findings suggest that the relative kcat/KM results measured in vitro at high salt are 

predicative of the in vivo situation of lower salt and higher DNA concentration.  

Correlation of in vitro Kinetic Parameters and in vivo Function 

Electrostatic interactions are important for both nonspecific and specific binding of AAG 

to DNA, but it is not clear whether AAG uses the same binding surface for the formation of these 

complexes. Positively charged residues at the AAG-DNA binding interface were individually 

mutated and most of these were well tolerated regarding their glycosylase activity. The majority 

of these mutations had effects on both specific and nonspecific binding. It was demonstrated that 
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kcat/KM and fraction processive were linearly correlated, suggesting the same binding surface for 

specific and nonspecific interaction. These mutants were tested in a yeast functional 

complementation assay to measure their ability to protect cells against killing from alkylating 

agent exposure to DNA. When the mutants were expressed at low levels, the protection 

conferred by these mutants to the yeast cells was roughly correlated with their kcat/KM and 

fraction processive values. In contrast, overexpression of these different AAG mutants restored 

protection to the same level as that observed for the wild type enzyme. The observation that 

deficiencies in finding lesions can be compensated for by having more proteins suggests that 

lesions are accessible and searching limits their removal. 

Collectively, these studies shed light on the searching and catalytic mechanisms of AAG 

on substrate DNA. These results provide a framework for understanding the molecular 

mechanism by which a DNA repair enzyme efficiently patrols the genome for rare sites of 

damage and protect cells from DNA damage.  

 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

AAG is one of the best-characterized human DNA glycosylases. Despite this, many 

questions essential for understanding the function of this enzyme remain. A brief discussion of 

some of the remaining questions in the field, and brief proposals on how I would approach these 

questions are described below. 

Defining the Structure of Searching Complexes 

The crystal structure of AAG has been solved in complex with the transition state mimic 

abasic pyrrolidine (6), the εA substrate (7) and the εC inhibitor DNA (8), but not in complex 

with nonspecific DNA sequences. Nonspecific protein-DNA interactions are electrostatic in 

nature, while specific interactions often involve more extensive bonding network (9,10). To gain 

a better understanding of the molecular mechanism of the searching process, it is important that 

the interaction of the protein with nonspecific DNA be revealed at the atomic level. 

X-ray crystallographic study can be used to obtain the structure information of the 

nonspecific AAG-DNA complex. However, due to the relatively low binding affinity of AAG 

towards the nonspecific DNA and the equilibrium of multiple possible bound states of the 

complex, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to crystallize the complex. These problems can 

potentially be solved by designing specific chemical crosslinking sites on the DNA and protein 
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molecules. This approach has been adopted successfully for the crystallization of the MutM-

nonspecific DNA complex using disulfide bond crosslinking (11). However, this strategy has the 

potential to introduce artifacts in the bound complex due to crosslinking and crystal packing. 

Alternatively, nuclear magnetic resonance can be used to investigate these interactions. This 

technique has already been used to study the dynamic interaction of UDG and nonspecific DNA, 

and it revealed millisecond time scale motions that are induced upon binding to non-target DNA 

(12). These studies will provide a better understanding of the similarities and differences of the 

specific and nonspecific bound complexes, and give insight into the searching process and the 

transition from the searching complex to the catalytically competent complex. 

Sliding vs Hopping 

Two distinct mechanisms are recognized for protein diffusion along DNA: sliding and 

hopping (3,13). Sliding involves continuous contact with the DNA backbone to search for 

contiguous sites on the same strand, while hopping uses microscopic dissociation and 

reassociation to search for sites on both strands. Previous studies yielded controversial results 

regarding the searching modes of individual proteins; some proposed that sliding is the 

predominant searching mode (14-16), while others concluded that sliding contributes very little 

to efficient searching compared to hopping (17-19). For instance, hUDG (human uracil DNA 

glycosylase) was suggested to use frequent hopping and short-distance sliding (4 bp) for 

searching (17,19), while studies on hOGG1 (human 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase) produced 

contradictory results. One study by Xie and co-workers suggested that hOGG1 uses fast sliding 

for searching, with the mean sliding length at 440 bp (14), whereas another study by Stivers and 

co-workers suggested that it uses frequent hopping and very limited strand sliding (shorter than 7 

bp) for searching (18).  

Single-molecule approaches can be used to further address this question. Single-molecule 

imaging is a rapidly developing field, and a very powerful technique for direct visualization and 

analysis of biological phenomenon. Improvements of the technique in recent years allow images 

of high spatial and temporal resolution to be collected and analyzed. By labeling the DNA 

substrate and the protein with donor and acceptor fluorophores, single-molecule Förster 

resonance energy transfer (smFRET) can be monitored in real time in a distance dependent 

manner. The readout of this assay system is not dependent on the catalytic activity of the protein, 
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but on the searching process itself and different protein-lesion binding states, and these different 

efficiencies will be reflective of different searching mechanisms. 

Similar to the single-molecule FRET assay, the translocation of a labeled protein along a 

flow-stretched DNA molecule can be monitored in real time by recording the trajectory of the 

movement directly. By comparing the dependence of facilitated diffusion (one-dimensional 

diffusion constant) on salt concentration, the different searching modes can be distinguished. 

This technique can also be extended to the in vivo system of live cells, as evidenced by a recent 

report of the real-time observation of the searching process of a transcription factor labeled with 

the yellow fluorescent protein in an E. coli cell (20). 

Kinetic assays can also be used to distinguish hopping and sliding, such as that based on 

the dependence of transfer probability on the distance of the different target sites (17). Kinetics 

can compensate for the defects of the single-molecule assays, such as the heavy modifications by 

fluorophores or quantum dots used for visualization and detection of the target molecules, and 

the unusual experimental conditions for these assays. Together, these assays will allow a better 

understanding of the contributions of the different searching mechanisms employed by AAG. 

Searching in a Nucleosome Context 

All the previous catalysis and processivity assays of AAG were performed on naked 

DNA substrates, but DNA molecules in the eukaryotic nucleus are organized with nucleoproteins 

into chromatin. The basic repeating unit of chromatin is the nucleosome, consisting of a core 

particle of 146 bp DNA wrapped around a histone octamer and connected by free linker DNA of 

10-80 bp (21). There are two models for the function of AAG on the nucleosomal DNA: AAG 

may function only on transiently exposed regions of DNA, or AAG may be able to search DNA 

while still bound to nucleosomes. The choice of the model has important implications for the in 

vivo searching behavior of AAG. Therefore a possible future direction is to test the effect of 

nucleosome assembly on the searching process of AAG under the physiological condition.  

Processivity assays can be performed on reconstructed lesion-containing nucleosomal 

substrates to measure the searching efficiency and compare the result to that on the naked DNA 

substrate. In nucleosome, DNA wraps around the histone proteins in 1.67 left-handed 

superhelical turns, therefore some of the lesion sites are brought closer together in 3-dimensional 

space in nucleosome than in the extended naked DNA conformation. As a result, it is possible 

that some of the searching processes may actually be accelerated due to frequent hopping (1,2) 
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and intersegmental transfer (22), assuming that AAG can go around nucleosomes without 

macroscopically falling off the DNA molecule. Alternatively, single-molecule experiments can 

be used to directly visualize the diffusion of the repair protein on the nucleosomal DNA. This 

latter approach has been used by Greene and co-workers to monitor two eukaryotic DNA repair 

proteins to diffuse along a chromatin lattice (23). These experiments will be essential for 

understanding the searching mechanisms of AAG in the cellular environment. 

Contribution of Searching to in vivo Function 

Facilitated diffusion has been suggested to be essential for in vivo cellular function based 

on the observed correlation of reduced in vitro processivity of protein mutants and their reduced 

biological function in E. coli cells (24-26). However, these studies did not measure if the mutant 

enzymes also had changes in other kinetic parameters such as kcat/KM, and therefore, it is not 

clear if the observed changes in function are due to changes in searching only. Furthermore, both 

studies were performed in prokaryotic cells, where DNA molecules do not adopt nucleosomal 

structures, and similar experiments have not been attempted in eukaryotes with hierarchical 

DNA organization. 

An assay for testing the in vivo function of different AAG proteins with different defects 

was described in Chapter 5, but the majority of the mutants characterized there affect both 

nonspecific and specific interactions. If we were able to identify separation-of-function mutants, 

which retain the wild type kchem and kcat/KM, but have different degrees of deficiency in searching 

efficiency, then it would be possible to investigate the role of facilitated diffusion in vivo. Such 

mutants are theoretically possible because the interface of AAG for nonspecific and specific 

interactions may not fully overlap due to DNA bending upon nucleotide flipping in the specific 

complex (6,7). The identified mutants will be tested in the in vivo functional complementation 

assays as used in Chapter 5. Alternatively, the in vivo function of these different separation-of-

function mutants can be quantified by measuring their lesion removal activity using quantitative 

mass spectrometry. The HPLC-tandem MS method has been used by Eichman and co-workers to 

identify and quantify the alkylated base excision repair adducts released from alkylating agent 

challenged genomic DNA after being repaired by different 3-methyladenine DNA glycosylases, 

including human AAG and yeast Mag1 (27). The in vivo studies will establish to what extent 

efficient searching is required for biological function in a eukaryotic cell and allow us to extend 

our biochemical understanding of the enzyme to the more complex environment of the nucleus.  
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Searching Mechanism of Other DNA Glycosylases 

All the studies proposed here are also applicable to characterizing the searching 

mechanisms of other DNA glycosylases. Human cells have eleven DNA glycosylases identified 

so far, and they belong to different structural families. Although these different glycosylases 

have different substrate specificity, they all need to patrol the genome, find their respective target 

lesion sites, and initiate the base excision repair pathway. Therefore, efficient searching is 

required for the proper function of all these enzymes. Some of the DNA glycosylases have been 

characterized extensively for searching using different types of assays, such as UDG 

(17,19,28,29) and OGG1 (14,18,20), as well as AAG presented in this thesis (1,2,22), while 

studies on other glycosylases such as MBD4 (30) have just started. Therefore, it would be 

interesting to compare the searching mechanisms of proteins from different families to learn to 

what extent the searching processes are the same or different. Comparing the searching 

mechanisms employed by these different human DNA glycosylases will provide a glimpse into 

how nature has evolved these different enzymes for performing a very similar task. 
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